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NEW WAY OF KEEPING
SANDS FROM THE TRACK
Salem, Ore., Oct. 18. The Oregon
Navigation system, after spending
thousands of dollars and years of labor In trying to keep the sands of
Oregon trom encroaching on the
tracks and hindering the operation of
trains in that state, have at last nit
upon a device to prevent It. What Is
asserted to be a certain remedy Is the
sprinkling of the sand dunes near the
tracks with crude oil.
MORE CONSOLIDATION

OF

INDEPENDENT LINES
New York, Oct. 18. At the annual
meeting of the Consolidated railroad
today the matter of modifying the
lease wmch the New York, New
naven tc Hartford railroad holds from
the Boston & New Y'ork Air line was
disposed of. The lease was made In
1882 and since that time the former
road has been buying the stock of the
leased franchise company until one-hal- f
of the latter is held, and the
meeting today decided to take over
the old Boston & New York Air line
into the consolidated system.

'
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Grand Trunk Lay Out New City.
Victoria. B. C, Oct. 18. Surveying
operations commenced today at Prince
Kupert ,on Lima Harbor, which used
to be known as Thucks Inltst between
20 and i.5 miles from Port Sampson,
for the laying out of a city which Is
to be the terminus of the Grand Trunk
Pacfic proposed new extension line
when the mountain route Is selected.
When completed the Grand Trunk Pacific from Montreal to Prince Rupert
will be 3,500 miles long and will exceed The Canadian Pacific by about
200 miles.
The company intends to
secure American traffic either by arrangement with lines already built Into the north Pacific territory or by
building lines of Its own and by the
running of a line of steamships from
Seattle to Prince Rupert. The com-- ,
pany hope to have the city laid out
and the property on the market next
summer.
C. & N. W. Doubles Stock.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 18. A special
ing
of the shareholders of the
met

Chicago and North Western railroad
was hei here today when it was decided to increase the capital, stock
JlO'i.Miii.ooit to 20f,000,000
for the
purpose of extending the line through
to the Pacific coast, thereby following
the example of the St. Paul and other
compeitors. President Marvin Highltt
explained that 2000 miles of new track
would be laid beyond those already
laid at Wyoming and thus form a direct route to the Pacific coast. At tne
present time the Chicago and North
Western extends as far west as Omaha but ii also has large trackage
throug'n Minnesota, Wisconsin, Nebraska and new lines in Wyoming and
Montana. The new stock issue will
be preferred similar to the recent
of tne Inion Pacific.
SUIT IN TEXAS TO
DECIDE TRUE TIME
Austin, Texas, Oct. 18. A lemark-abllegal action to decide as to
whether railroad time or. sun or solar
time Khali he legal time in Texas Is
being argued here. It arises out ot
the action of the Tex-iTrain & Lumber company against L. II. liiphtower.
junior district judge, under the following
ircumstances.
The proceedings originallv were to require Judge
Mightower to enter judgment nunc
pro tunc in the suit where plaintiffs
secured Judgment recovering title to
four lot in the heart of Beuumoiit
which ha.1 been claimed by the Texas
& New Orleans railroad. The railroad
brought the suit in lnl but it was
not tred until .May of this year. The
mandamus arises out of a refusal of
the Judge to accept the Judgment and
hie It. The verdict was returned
three minutes after midnight, railroad
time, following the last day of the
term, but the train company alleges
that by sun or solar time, 'which Is
ihu only standard time which has
ever been recognised bv the courts
of this state." it pleads the 'true time
was about fifteen or twenty minutes
to twelve and within the last day of
the term: and that the railroad's action for a new trial was Immediately
made and overruled some fifteen minutes to 12 by solar or sun tlme, but
after that hour by railroad time. All
is aliened as having occurred in the
term, but that not sufficient time intervened for the train company lawyers to prepare ami file a judgment in
accordance with 1n) finding of a jury
in its f.ivor. but that subsequently
such judgment was presented but was
refused to be receive.! as the court
held ft did not come in lief .ire
lailiixdi time. Arguments are
at h. iriPn The case is novel ' n Texas !i".f t. attiacyiiL' considerable al.
i
ii i
uri'.it h. in lawvers.
e

Denver, Oct. 18. The American
mining congress today listened to a
paper by State Senator E. M. De
of Colorado Springs, on the
subject, "Mutual Relations and Grlev-ence- s
of Smelting Trust and Ore Producers." He declared that at present
the price of the commodity Is entirely
determined by the buyer, and that
sampling was done by an employe who
was paid to cut down the valuation of
ore. He suggested automatic sampling as a remedy. As further remedies for the evils vshich be declared
existeu he suggested that state legisla"
tion and national legislation come to
amicable agreement in the encouragement of competition and in government operation. He believed the first
four remedies sufficient, but If not, he
thought the govtrnment
should be
asked to Btep in and do the smelting
for the country.
Franklin S.
Guiterman, general
manager of the smelting and refining
company replied to De Lavergne. He
claimed that the
smelter
trust had already active competiiton
and quoted figures to show that since
the combination of smelters had gone
into effect there had been a considerate reduction In charges. He defended at length the purchase of ore, of
which De Lavergne had complained,
and explained some of the points mare
by the first Bpeaker.
He also stated that the price paid
for ore was fixed by quotations 4aken
from the Engineering
and Mining
Journal. W. R. Ingalls, editor of that
paper, stated that these quotations
were secured from reports of actual
wholesale transactions.
Among the resolutions which the
committee on resolutions recommend-ed- s
to be passed was one by L. B.
r'rlnce of New Mexico, as follows:
Resolved, That the American Mining congress respectfully request that
the congress of the United States
suall provide a law for locating and
working mines of reserved metals,
gold, silver and quick silver, on Spanish land claims.
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New York. Oct. 18. Voting on the
election which Is to decide who shall
control the Mutual and New York
Life Insurance companies and their
$1100,000,000
of assets, begius today
and will continue until December 18,
when the polls will close. It may
take weeks to count the ballots and in
the event of a close election the count
may be taken into the courts. There
are 650,000 policy holders in the Mutual and 875,000 in the New York
Life. In the Mutual there are three
ticket In the field. The one nominating the present management is known
as the administration ticket. The
second is the united committees' ticket, jointly nominated by the international policy holders' committee and
the Mutual Life policy holders' association. The third or fusion ticket
was nominated by the agents of the
Mutual. In the New York Life there
are only two tickets, administration
nominees and those nominated by the
policy holders' committee.

!

Washington, D.

New York, Oct. 18. rief services for
the late Mrs. Jefferson Davis held today at the Hotel Mejestic were attended by relatives and personal friends.
Hev. M. A. Seattle of St. Stephen's
Protestant Episcopal church of this
city officiated. The body will be sent
'o Richmond this evening for bur lal
in the Davis Mausoleum at Hollywood, Friday. Services of a military
character will be held at Sf. Paul's
church, Richmond. It Is the wish of
the family that the funeral at Richmond be attended by as many Confederate veterans as possible.
AMERICAN

LANDOWNER
DIES IN LONDON

Vloomington. 111., Oct. IS. A private cablegram from London, Eng.,
announces the death of Lord William
Scully there. He owned 46,000 acres
of land In central Illinois, 60,000 in
Nebraska, BO.immi In Kansas and 40,0oo
in Missouri. He had recently become
nam ralir.ed.
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L

NO HOPE FOR CREW
OF FRENCH SUBMARINE
Paris. Oct. 18. In spite of another

announcement that the spot where theJ
submarine boat Lukln sank on Tuesday morning had been deliitely located
hopes of rescueing the crew has been
practically ubandoned at the ministry
of marine. The prevailing impression
is that the crew were immediately
killed or rendtred unconscious by the
accident, the cause of which is still a
mystery.
UNVEILING OF MONUMENT
HAD TO BE POSTPONED
Washlgton, D. C. Oct. IK This
Was the day fixed for Ih
imveilini
of the Gen. Geo. H. McCIellan statue
and for the annual reunion of the!
oi the Army of the Potomac
rmei
but a postponement una inm.itni.i..
owing to a fire In the polishing works
u me statue was being hushiii
No date

mi

ed.

has as yet been
for t'ie unveiling ceremony but
certain ihat it will take "place
are t.,at enables the president
present.
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NO COMMUNICATION WITH
'CUBA POSSIBLE TODAY
New York, Oct. 18. Cable communT
cation with Havana, which wag Inter-

i

NO HOPE 15 HAD OF
SAVING LUKIN CREW

18.

A tropical disturbance ot small diameter but of great Beverlty la aad
near the rortex, passed over Sand
Key and Key West. Florida,
at 2
o'clock this morning. The maximum
wind velocity at first named station
was 72 miles. The disturbance is ap
parently central off the southeaster
moving northeast.
florlda
coast
Storm warnings have been dl: played
on the Florida coast and from Norfolk
to Jacksonville,

-

Lord Scully. Extensive Land
Owner in United States.
Died In London.

C. Oct.

ays:
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rupted late last night, had not been
restored early today. The break undoubtedly was caused by the heavy
storm which swept over Cuba and
which was described by Havana, Just
RELIEVED OF ALT THAT WAS
YOU SHOULD BE POUNCED UPON
before communication was lost, aa
LEFT SAY, WOULDN'T IT
DEMANDS ACCOUNTING. FOR
AGAIN ANT
having reached cyclonic proportions.
FREEZE YOU?
POLITICAL AMPAIGN FUND Key Wlfst
early this morning reported
Cincinnati,, Oct. 18. An acconting that a heavy
rain and wind storm had
for the sum of $170,102, alleged to be reached the Florida
coast.
the amount of the republican cam-puiyear
was
city,
in
fund
this
last
T AND
TAFT demanded In a suit filed today by SOUTHERN FLORIDA
OUT FROM THE WORLD
e,
Louis HI Keutai, a former city
Atlanta, Oct. 18. Tbe Western
who says he contributed $15 to Union
reports all wires gone south ot
HELD
file the petition asking for the ac- Jacksonville and
CONFERENCE
thnrn in nn m nun m
counting and for the distribution of
communication with south Florida.
among contributors of $140,000. be-mere nas been no communication
"
Uleved to have been on hand after the with
TO THOSE WHOSE KNOWLEDGE OF LOCAL MEN AND AFMiami, Florida. Bince morning.
AT
WHITEHOUSE
expenses
were
campaign
paid,
Just before communication failed, th
FAIRS ENABLES THEM TO DISCERN FROM AN "INSIDE"
operator at Miami reported a storm
STANDPOINT THE REAL SITUATION IN THE PRESENT POLITIABSCONDING SILVEIRA
GONE TO VENEZUELA and said that there were two feet of
LUDICROUS
THE
CAL CONTEST IN BERNALILLO COUNTY,
Talanfl rf Pnrflpnn Dot water in his office. The report reachSecretary will Not Go With 18.VW1nmatftt
ELEMENT IN THE OPPOSITION BEING OFFERED TO THREG-ULm- R
hT
Cuban
.ateamer Carmelina, ed Atlanta from Jacksonville, the latREPUBLICAN TICKET, CANNOT FAIL TO APPEAC
" which-- left Havana October 2, usleuul' ter poirt worKlnj dlrocly with Miami,
Trip
on
President
to
THE
INDICATED
ot
WHEN THE SEPTEMBER PRIMARIES
bly for New York, having on board which is about 300 miies sct-tManuel Sllvelra, representative of J. Jacksonville on the east coast. It Is
SENTIMENT OF REPUBLICAN VOTER3 IN THE COUNTY THE
Panama Isthmus.
Cuban, cyclono
M. eballos & Co. of New York, who supposed that tne
THE ROTUND FIGURE
SPECTACLE BEGAN.
HUMOROUS
recently tsnlgned with heavy liabili- struck the place with full force.
LOOMED
STROUP
OF SUPERINTENDENT OF INSTRUCTION
ties, touched nt this port and subseLADY SOMERSET SENDS
FIRST ON THE POLITICAL HORIZON.
quently left for Puerto Cabello Ven- FORTUNATE ESCAPE OF
NOT A DELEGATE NAMED
HOUSE BOAT PARTY
"SOMETHING MUST BE DID!
LETTER TO THE W. C. T. U ezuela, whence It is reported Sllvelra
and party will procted to Caracas.
Pittsburg, Oct 18. The house-boa- t
I WILL NOT
BLACKBE NOMINATED!
IS MY FRIEND!
containing six men and a tow with
TRAITORS!
NOT A STROUP MAN ON THE
GUARDS!
two others In a skiff were swept over
Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. It was STANDARD OIL HOPES
I WILL BE OUT CF
A JOB!
INFAMOUS
DELEGATION!
FOR'JURY
DISAGREEMENT
decided at a conference between the
Harris island dam in the Allegheny
FINDLAY, Ohio, Oct. 18. At 8:30 early touay. The
TREACHERY!"
prtsident and Secretary Taft at the
two men In the skiff
morning
no
o'clock
was
this
there
w into itouse today to appoint a govand two of those in the houseboat
"IT LOOKS LIKE WE MIGHT AS WELL HAVE SAVED OUR
sign
a
of
Jury
In
from
the
the
verdict
were rescued, but
ernor as well as an American minister
Is feared that
"WE MUST GET
INK," CHIMED THE DEMOCRAT-JOURNAL- .
against thtlr four comrades It
were drowned.
lor Panama, ul though the names of Jury In the case of the stateOhio,
company
the
BUSY OR THE JOURNAL WILL BE THE LAUGHING STOCK OF
Oil
Standard
of
for
Later it was ascertained that all the
the persons selected have not bien an- alleged
A RUMP CONVENTION!
THAT'S THE
THE COMMUNITY.
nounced. Secretary Taft will not ac- attorneysconspiracy against trade. The men reached the shore in safety.
the
for
are
confident
defense
company the president on his trip to
THING!"
the Jury will be unable to agree. They
he isthmus.
AN IDEA
SO THE RUMP PRIMARIES WERE CONCEIVED,
look for such announcement at any
time; but the state Is willing to give SUPREME LODGE OF THE
WHICH DIED BRILLIANTLY A BORNING.
LADY HENRY SOMERSET
SENDS LETTER OF GREETING the Jury plenty of time to adjust their
OF THE BOLTERS' TICKET,
CAME THE ORGANIZATION
differences, and should the Jury enBoston, Oct. 18. The actual busiAND THE POLITICAL SAGACITY OF PERFECTO ARMIJO STEPdeavor to get discharged, too early on
ness
of
triennial
the
convention
of
the
BREACH.
INTO
THE
PED
World's Woman's Christian Temper- the plea that the cannot agree, they
WE REVERE
"WE ARE ALL MARTYRS AND PATRIOTS.
ance
union was begun today. A letter will probably be sent buck for furG.
A.
J.
OF
LINCOLN.
PRINCIPLES
BLAINE
AND RESPECT THE
of greeting from Lady Henry Somer- ther consideration.
AND P. ARMIJO. WE ARE SIMON PURE, DYED IN THE WOOL
set of Kngland,
president of the
ELECT jFFICERS
WHAT WE LACK IN NUMBERS WE MORE
REPUBLICANS.
world's W. C. T. U., was rad by Mrs. NEW FEATURE IN
THAN MAKE UP IN INTRINSIC EXCELLENCE OF PARTY FEAL-TY- ,
REUNION
8CHOOL
TEACHER
Lillian Stevens, who presided.
BUT THERE AREN'T ENOUGH OF US TO GO AROUND.
Lewl8ton, Me, Oct. 18. An entireWE MUST EXPAND A LITTLE AND ABSORB THE DEMOCRAT8
ly new and Interesting feature at ansT. ANDREW BROTHERHOOD
OUT OF RESPECT TO THEM WE WILL NOT SAY TOO MUCH
Declare
nual reunion of school teachers was Copper Companies
MEETING IN MEMPHIS
ABOUT OUR STURDY REPUBLICANISM, SO LONG AS THEY
Introduced here today at the annual
Good Round Dividends '
WE WILL BE LIBERAL
GIVE US ALL THE CANDIDATES.
.Memphis. Tenn., Oct. 18. For the meeting oi the Maine Teachers' assoWITH THEM IN CONSIDERATION OF THEIR VOTES."
first time in its history the Brother- ciation. Each city in the state had an
in Boston.
SO THE NEXT VIRTUOUS STEP WAS CONSUMMATED. AND
hood of St. Andrew held its convenexhibition of some special branch of
WITH A ONE MAN REPRESENTHE DEMOCRATS ABSORBED
tion in the south neat, choosing this school work as folloys; Bangor, kinTATION WHO WAS NAMED BY "BOSS" MARRON.
city as the meeting
and foday dergarten
work; Portland, manual
"NOW, WE WILL CALL IT THE PEOPLE'S TICKET, WHICH
upwards of a.iitt.' members from all training; Augusta, drawing In elemen- SEKIOUS FIRE OCCURS
SOUNDS WELL.
parts of tlie I'nited State, Mexico tary schools; Lewlston, arithmetic;
WE WILL BLOW OUR HORNS LOUD FOR
AT BIRMINGHAM AJLA- LIBERTY, FREEDOM AND PURE GOVERNMENT.
WE WILL
and Canada fat In conclave under the hast port, language In grammar grade;
presidency ot Robert H. Gaid nor of trardlner, natural studies In elementNO
YELL 'GRAFTER' AT EVERYBODY WHO OPPOSES US.
TWO OF US ARE IN ACCORD, SO EACH MUST FIGHT HIS OWN
Boston. The brotherhood is m:ido up ary schools; Brewer, music In elemenNew York, Oct. 18. The Supreme
BATTLES.
of about 12,000 men of the Episcopal tary scnools; South Portland, history
PADDLE YOUR OWN CANOE, AND DON'T AIR
church, with about 4,000 boys, and Us in grammar schools. The Idea was so lodge of Knights of Pythias today
YOUR PERSONAL DIFFERENCES OUT
LOUD.
THE DEMOCRAT-JOURNAL
aim i.s to induce men to go to public successful that it will be introduced elected the following officers:
WILL DO THE REST."
Supreme chancellor, Charles A.
worship on Sundays and eventually on a much larger scale at the future
SERIOUSLY, WHAT ARE THE MOTIVES OF THE NOMINEES
Barnes, Jacksonville, III.; supreme
ON THE PEOPLE'S TICHET?
become members of the church. The meetings of the association.
movement Is a 111 tie more than twenDO YOU REGARD THE HISTORY OF THE ORGANIZATION
vice chancellor, Harry P. Brown, CleOF THIS NON DESCRIPT TICKET AS SUGGESTING THE REburne, Texas; supreme prelate, Leo
ty years old or about the same age as
CONSECRATION
OF
THE
A. Caro, Grand Kaplds, Mich.;
suihe Christian Endeavor, Luther league
MOTEST POSSIBILITY OF ANY ALTRUISTIC
OR
PATRIOTIC
OF- - MAINE
BISHOP
preme keeper of records and seal. It.
SPIRIT IN A SINGLE CANDIDATE?
and similar movements, this be:ng the
18.
Me.,
Portland,
elaborAn
Oct.
twenty-firs- t
meelinj'..
AdCAN YOU CONSISTENTLY RECONCILE THE EXTRAVAGANT
U W"hlte, Nashville, Tenn; supremo
annual
ate and Impressive religious ceremaster of exchequer, Thos. I. Meares,
CLAIMS, THE "HOLIER THAN THOU" ATTITUDE WITH THE
dresses were delivered by Bishop An- mony
too
place
Cathedral
in
of
the
FACTS
Wilmington, Ixd.
derson, Chicago; Bishop Bratton, Mis- the Immaculate Conception
THE ACTIONS AND THE HISTORY OF THESE MEN?
tohere
DO YOU BELIEVE THE DEMOCRAT-JOURNAsissippi, and Bishop Gailor, Tennes- day when tho
IS ANIMATof
Itev.
8.
Louis
Walsh
see. Among fhe hi v men who spoke
ED BY MOTIVES OF CIVIC PURITY OR A DESIRE TO CLAIM
COPPER STOCK GOOD
were K. 11. Bomsell and James L. Kitlem, Mass., was consecrated Koman
SOME VINDICATION IN ITS RABID
ONSLAUGHTS
AND TO
TO HAVE THESE DAYS
llouglitclllng. Philadelphia and Chi- Catholic bishop of Maine. Bishop
MAKE CAPTAL OUT OF PREJUDICE?
New York, Oct. 18 The directors
Hawkins conducted the ceremonies
cago,
respectively,
DO YOU BELIEVE J. F. SULZER, THE PEOPLE'S
In
well
known
TICKET
was assisted by many prominent of the Amalgamated Copper company
banking circles; II. I. English, Pitts- and
CANDIDATE FOR COUNCIL. COMPARAES WITH SUCH A MAN
prelates from all parts of New Kng- today declared a quarterly dividend
burg,
AS W. B. CHILDERS IN INTELLIGENCE AND ACTIVITY?
and
the
secretaries.
brotherhood
NOT
land, Including Archbishops Williams of 1 12 and an extra dividend of 3
Shelby. Randall and MeAlester.
MUCH.
and O'Connell of Boston. Bishop of 1 per cent. The last extra diviDO YOU BELIEVE PERFECTO ARMIJO IS SCHEMING
AND
Walsh was a professor of theology in dend was 4 of 1 por cent
PLANNING HOW HE MAY FEED THE
RHODE ISLAND TEACHERS
COUNTY
PRISONERS
The Boston & Montana ConsolidatBrighton seminary and Is known by
TALK SIMPLIFIED SPELLING
CHEAPER?
CAN YOU SWALLOW THAT WITH A STRAIGHT
practically every priest In the New ed today declared a quarterly diviFACE?
18.
Oct.
I.,
At
R.
the England states,
Providence,
lie was a zealous dend of 3 per share and an extra
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT, AFTER TRYING STRENUOUSLY
annual conference of the Rhode Island worker as the executive
head of the dividend of 110 per share. The par
FOn NUMEROUS APPOINTIVE OFFICES,
SIGFRIED GRUNS-FELinstitute of Instruction, which com- CathoHc school system In the Boston
value of the Boston & Montana U
ACCEPTED THE NOMINATION
ON THE PEOPLE'8 TICmenced here today Prof. Brander Mat- archdiocese for many years
his $25 per share.
KET WITH AN EYE SINGLE TO INSTITUTING REFORM IN THE
thews delivered an address on "Tho work as an educator Is known and
far and
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE?
THAT WILL HARDLY CO DOWN
Simplification of English Spelling," a wide.
FIRE AT BIRMINGHAM
EITHER, WILL IT?
topic with which his name Is most
DESTROYS $300,000
DO YOU BELIEVE SUPERINTENDENT
generally assoclatfd. Amongst the edu- MANY GEORGIA FARMERS
STROUP'S FRENZIED
Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 18. A Ore
ACTIVITY IS ACTUATED BY AN OVERWHELMING CONVICTION
cators from other states and cities
ATTEND STATE FAIR which broke out after midnight In
THAT HE MUST STAND OR FALL A MARTYR IN THE CAUSE OF
present were Dr. Nathan C. Schaffer,
?
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 18. Upwards of the
building of the Prowle
DOESN'T THAT REQUIRE JUST A LITTLE 8UGAR
superintendent of public instruction
12,000 members of tho Georgia FarmHardware company, burned six hours,
COATING?
in Pennsylvania; Dr. Em. Byron
DO YOU BELIEVE THE PEOPLE'S
IS
and Dr. Luther N. Gulick of ers' Lnlon attended the state fair here causing a loss of about 1300.000. The
TICKET
ALL
IT
day of Birmingham Dry Goods company's
CLAIMS TO BE?
New Yoik; Superintendent W. Lull of today which was the
deDO YOU BELIEVE, IF ELECTED. THESE MEN WOULD MEASile Si IkmiI department Newport, and the fair. Tomorrow James Butler of store was among the buildings
Kansas, C. S. Barrett, president of the stroyed.
URE UP TO THE STANDARD THEY ARE NOW TRYING TO EMU.'.lis; Ilertha M. McKonkey, supervisLATE.
or of pi unary schools, Massachusetts. Nationat tanners' L'nion, W. Morris of
DO THEIR ACTIONS, THEIR METHODS, THEIR HISTORIES
Seviral important educational matters Alabama, Chairman National Execu- THIS IS A GALA DAY
including "the educa- tive committee, O. Goodwin, president
MEET YOUR IDEAL OF MEN WHO MAKE SUCH CLAIMS?
were discus-i- d
AT ALABAMA FAIR
DO YOU BELIEVE THE PEOPLE'S TICKET IS WHAT
tional significance of athletics;" "(he South Carolina state union and other
THE
Biiminghani, Ala..
Oct. 18. This
J3EMOCRAT JOURNAL
REPRESENTS IT TO BE. OR A COTERIE
"The I rotninent agriculturists will address was a Kala day at Alabama state lair.
aliie of play In education."
OF OFFICE HUNTERS, EACH INTENT ON BAGGING HIS GAME?
m:mi nieiit of public school athlet- a convention of the farmers.
On the Invitation
f the directors,
ics," Mr. .. W. Killer, director of phyWHICH?
merchants and traveling men to thu
St. Louis Wool Market.
YOUR ANSWER WILL EE YOUR DECISION AT THE POLLS.
sical tiiiiiiin-- . Cleveland, lectured on
8,iK)0
number of
attended to particiTraining of
School
hie.i.ly, pate In a program specially arranged
The i
St. Louis, Oct. IS. Wool
chihiivu
Ii
allied.
for their amusement and instruction.
f. J. I. .
f.
f e
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THE REAL MOTIVES

HELD AT RICHMOND

CUBA BY

eral renew of weather conditions Is
sued by the weather bureau today

gn

FUNERAL OF MRS. DAVIS

IS CUT

Standard Oil Is Hopeful of Hung House Boat and Skiff Co Over
Allegheny Dam but the Eight
Jury In the Trial at
Findlay. Ohio.
Occupants Saved.

DIVESTED OF ALL BUT YOUR
UNDERGARMENTS

ne

s

1

IF, AFTER BEING HELD UP ANT)

Comes Up From Cuba and
Devastates the Coast
of Florida.
COMMUNICATION

SiLVEIRA SAID

Oil WAYTO

Suit Brought in Tews to Deter! Judge Prince of New Mexico Offers
Resolution as to Alining on
mine Which True Time. MeriGrants In Territories.
dian or Railroad.
Oklahoma City, Okla., Oci. 18. Passenger train No. 5 on the Santa Fe
was derailed a unlo south of Paoll, I.
T., this morning while running rapidly. The engine and two cars turned
over. , No passengers were Injured.
y
The engineer and fireman were
injured. The wreck was due
to the spreading ot rails in a section
of new track.

BAD STORM

Ohioan Wants S 1 40.000 of
Campaign Fund Returned to Subscribers

.

CHICAGO

UY ANOTHER

ARE VOTING

Grand Trunk Road Lays Out Ways of Smelter Trust Arc
Arraigned and Some Rem-idie- s
Cljy Site on the
Are Offered.
Pacific Coast.
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SOUTH SWEPT

INSURANCE

CRESS GETS

BY
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EVENIUQ

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE TWO
resources, well peopled, ad with every
condition favorable for Industrial d- ancement. it has been permitted to
lash- wabble along In a
WMkly sy
-tally
i
NMil
in, until now statehood with any con- as a deliver
Tk CJtlicn Publishing Company itlons attached, conns
ance and a promise of a great and hap
py future.
um mmnm.
mmmm M
Guessea at Result.
Many citizens never have had a
hance to discover whether they are
democrats or republicans. They are
mostly accused of being democrats,
hut Tarns Hlxby, who knows the mem
bers of the five civilized tribe-- ail Dy
of BarnaMllo Count name, Ihmks a lot of them would vote
Wmiml
he republicans ticket If they know
City of Albuquerque.
ome Rood man on It someone, for
After... DllittchW.
nstiince, who had been on the Dawes
C.n.rjr ClrtnlillM.
Cfa
udlan commission.
Tk Uwt knr Mok. ClmiUtlMh
Oklahoma Is said to be certalnlyre- llrnil Nartfcwi rli CimMlM. mblican. Roosevelt !s very strong
IB'
there. And the fact that 11. S. Mil- hm or subscription:
guire and Dennis Flynn, the delegates
.wv
o congress in recent years, have been
M MMUl
AU. U
if
republicans, seems to indicate a ma
"My hv mM.
of tills party. The democratic
Cliffy 6y Carrier, 60c per month jority
politicians talk a lot atout the re
will t d.ltvm4 te tlx cent immigration from Texas, Missour'
!
Turn
Cmm
H MnMpwwMk.il far M and Arkansas consisting
of demomnrnithtr.
whim
m
mmm.
w4
m
crats, born, bred and dyed In the wool,
who would vote the ticket if they
lfirtUti titii Iida Idotb 01 Application were
in Kamlschatka and the candidate were a stuffed rhinoceros. This
mnilcratlon. thev say. will give a dem
' " ocratic majority In Indian Territory
' "
III t u ni ml ni-Ptiatjantw
Comfamt. Drmfta.
iii
f
ana uptai agoaw aitn that will offset the republicanism ol
Oklahoma, leaving pome to spare.
That remains to be seen.
Senatorial Aspirants.
It is generally conceded that one
Colorado
aVwtnaaTW I S3
when the time
of the two senators
conies to choose them will be from
TERRITORIAL REPUBLICAN TICKET Oklahoma, and the other from Indian
"erritory. Of course B. S. Maguire
and Dennis Flynn are hopeful, In Ok
lahoma; and on the other side or the
line Tanis Hlxby, of the Dawes commission, and Judge Stewart, of South
McAlester, are looking up. The Judge
is a democrat and was once a law
partner of Senator Bailey which fact.
oil disclosures
since tne Fierce-Watehe is not bragging on. Blxby was once
secretary of the Minnesota republi
can Btate committee. Clarence Doug
las, who runs a newspaper In Muskogee, having deserted the staff of a
New i ork daily to come out west a
For Delegate to Congresa
brief years ago, Is likewise a re
WILLIAM H. ANDREWS, few
publican possibility.
The Indians of Indian Territory will
of Bernalillo County.
nearlv all vote. The five civilized
tribes are not blanket Indians. There
COUNTY REPUBLICAN TICKET
are still some restrictions to prevent
For Council
the alienation of homesteads, but within the next five years most of the
WILLIAM B. CHILDERS.
land of Indian Territory will be held
In private ownership, which will hasFor Representative
GEORGE A. KASEMAN
ten development enormously and will
MODESTO C. ORTIZ
likewise bring the land under taxation.
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For County Commiaaionera
8EVERO SANCHEZ
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FACTS ABOUT

mgUEBQUE
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THE NEWEST DRUG STORE
IN THE CITY, AND ONE OF
THE MOST COMPLETE,
DRUG STORES IN
YOU
SOUTHWEST.
THE
ARE INVITED TO CALL AND
SEE IT.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

ALL

WORK

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

$8
GUAR-

A

rirl.

Call

209 North

WANTED Man to neip around tne
greenhouse. Ives, the florist.
WANTED A woman for general
housework. Inquire of Miss
1"S South Arno street.
w A.N I'LL Help furnished and em
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn;s Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTED Men and women ia each
county as field managers to represent, advertise and distribute samples of our goods. Salary $Sf(.00
per month, paid weekly, and cash
advanced for expenses. No capital
Position
or expenience necessary.
permanent. Address Northwestern
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
Chicago, III
FOR RENT.
furnished
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with bath, close in. No. 108
John street.
nouse, fur
FOR RENT rour-roonished. Inquire at 234 North Wal
ter street.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
nished rooms for housekeeping. 524
West Railroad avenue.
cottage, fur
FOR RENT Four-roonished, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes' walk from street car lino.
FOR RENTPleasant airy, well fur
nished rooms, with modern improvements. Apply at store, 522 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
Broadway.
In Far
FOR RENT Apartments
View terrace,
eight rooms each;
steam heated, and all other modern
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
Grant Block.

-

m

F. COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING,
B.

ROOM 12,

for second place with 7:35

5.

dispute arising between the two
as to which was the better roper, the
second contest, in which the record
was fractured, was arranged.
Kenney and Red Seeley also gave
a very good exhibition
of riding a
bucking broncho without a bridle.
A

ge

INTEREST

r

MONEY to LOAN

htrc t.
While plumes to clean.
Miss Ueai nip, SOI North Third St. On

ANTliD

uai-drld-

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

Painleas Extracting

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Woconil

V

$6
$1.50 up
50c

CspUdl

addresses
2n:ms and
who are
of people
Nfrrcc.earr to You Prosperity

WANTED

....

ALBUQUERQUE

wiiii

Pharmacy

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Citsxen Want Ads, Furnish you

WANTED.

18, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

yout
of th man wka rhouid be working for
rnoneyt
you
gladly
lend
wouid
man
h'
of thn
uld like to buy your bora?
of the n. .n vtiJ
your business!
of the mm who would buy an Interest In
of thft uian who would buy that lot of ground!
bo would buy yonr old bicycle?
of the niao

Highland

tMlnittW

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME, AND ADDRE55

BUILDING

Located at the Ccrner
of Railroad Ave,, and
Broadway is now the
home of the

u4

CITIZEN.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$200. Loans are quickly made ana
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Out rates are reason
able. Call and see us beiore Borrow-

m

NEW MEXICO

surplus, $100,000

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

14

--

r

Ji

1

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts or tne worm.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 3. Strlckler, V. P. and CashierJohnson, . est, Cashier; Win, Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge,
mon r.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. 13.

TWO LOTS

Cro-awel-

Close In on North Fifth, at a bargain

Solicits

W

-

Solo--

'

J

"

l.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

thia week.
Also 5 room house, close In, lowlands,
for $2700.00.

I

POR TERFIELD CO.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

110 West Gold Ave.

OmCERB
BACON
REAL

&
ESTATE

205 West Gold

BASHINSKY
LOANS

AN

AND DIRECTOR

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST

President

vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS

Auto Phone 578

U. a. DEPOSITORY
Danger From the Plague.
Capital
Authorized
$500,000.0
For Probate Judge
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
There's grave danger from the
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,000.09
ISIDRO SANDOVAL
plague of coughs and colda that are
Depository for Atchlsoa, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company
OF ENGINE ON THE EL PASO 4. so prevalent unless you take Dr.
LAWYERS.
For Probate Clerk
ConsumpDiscovery
King's
New
for
NEAR
SOUTHWESTERN
NESTOR MONTOYA.
tion, Coughs and Colds. Mrs. Geo.
YESTERDAY
Ira M. BCna.
Walls, of Forest City, Me., writes:
MORNING.
For 8herlff
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
y
RENT
A six room
FOR
living
iu
people
to
Godsend
a
"It's
THOMAS 8. HUBBELL
Washington, D. O. Pensions,
Engineer Fred N. Dobbin and Fire- climates where coughs and colds pre
brick house, corner of Seventh N. W., patents,
copyrights, caveats,
lands,
E. Brandon on Southwestern vail. I find It quickly ends them. It
man
Tijeras
T.
Inquire
avenue.
street
and
For Aaaeaaor
patents, trade marks, claims.
freight extra No. 173 were killed and prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe
& Mattenccl, 624 West letter
Lommorl
at
. GEORGE F. ALBRIGHT
R. W. D. Bryan.
Head Brakeman C. O. Gallagher was gives wonderful relief In asthma and
Tijeras avenue.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
In the explosion of. the hay fever and makes
badly
lungs
weak
Collector engine scalded
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
For Treasurer and
que,
an,
Office, First National
N.
M.
nine strong enough to ward off consump- FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
boiler at mile post
C. ED. NEWCOMER
houses and flats for housekeeping Bank building.
miles north of Alamogordo, at 3:25 tion, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
also ranch. Will take parties to
Wednesday morning, says the Guaranteed by all druggists.
E. W. Dobso.i.
CAPITAL,
Trial
$100,000.00
For County School Superintendent o'clock
Fireman Brandon bottle free.
El Paso Herald.
board. Apply at 110 East Coal av
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
J. A. MILLER
Mrs. Norrls.
was killed outright by the explosion
entie.
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . , 22,000.00
well Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.
while Engineer Dobbin lingered until
For Surveyor
FOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms,
LEGAL NOTICE.
DENTISTS.
8 o'clock this morning and died in a
DON J. RANKIN
11.25 to J1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
Interest Paid on '1 lme Deposits
hospital at Alamogordo. Gallagher
per night. Also rooms for light
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts o; the Wor.d
of John
was badly scalded and was taken to Last Will and Testament
i
For Constitutional Convention
Dental Surgeon.
housekeeping.
The Minneapoli
the Alamogordo hospital In a serious
Condon, Deceased.
i
Delegates
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
House, 524 South Second street,
condition.
H. F. RAYNOLDS
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Dobbin's family resides at 1001
To O. N. Marron ad Patrick Kalla- M. E. HICKEY
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Is said that her, executors
We Want Your
Myrtle
avenue,
it
and
Mrs.
devisees,
Business
and
T. N. WILKERSON
run KtMi or sale, seven room mall.
Gallagher
reside
and
Brandon
both
Condon,
Specht,
Minnie
Mary
storage room, pantry
Condon
house,
has
T. C. GUTIERREZ
here, althougn tne directory does not Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
nve ciotnes closets, indoor toilet
E. W. DOBSON
No. 306 Railrciid avenue.
Office
contain their names and railroad Sisters of Mercy of Memphis. Tenn.,
bath, barn, large yard and lots of
men do not know where they reside.
8:30 a. m., to 12:- - p. m.; 1:30
DIRECTORS
Memphis,
Hospital,
trees. 208 North Arno. Rent 130 hours,
Joseph's
St.
p. ra. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
O. N. .'.larron. Win. Farr. J. B. Herndon.
The explosion occurred while the lenn.; the Sisters of Charity of Cin
I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
Including
water.
reas
will
Or
sell
pointments made by mail.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
train was going ut the rate of about cinnati, O.; Sisters of Charity of the
211
onable.
South
Win.
Kieke,
thirty miles an hour. It is said that
First street.
Branch, A. M. Manda-lar- i,
PHYSICIANS.
slight trouble had been experienced Ieavenworth
superior
of
the Dominican Order
with the boiler on the run, but it was
rOH
8ALE.
at
Di?. R. L. HUST.
When the In charge of St. Peter s church
not regarded as serious
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armljo Bldg.
FOR
explosion came Gallagher, the head Memphis, Tenn.; Thos. S. Byrne,
SALE
Gleckler'e
the
best
farm,
su
Tuberculosis
treated with
brakeman, was in the cab with the bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; sister
farm in Bernalillo county. Chas,
Electrical
Current and
engineer and fireman. The force of perior of St. Joseph's hospital at AlIt
E. "(Heckler.
Germicide. Treatments given each
the explosion tore the boiler into bnquerque, N. M., and to all whom
fUK $ ALE Fire wood at the Su- day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
many parts and Brandon was burled may concern:
perior Lumber and Planing Mill Co. nurse In attendance.
Both 'phones.
You are hereby notified that the alunder a pile of debris and met death
leged last will and testament of John
Instantly.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Furniture for sale and
The engineer was pinned under the Condon, late of the county of Berna
house for'rent. Inquire 116 South Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
wreckage and was scalded by the es lillo and territory of New Mexico, de
High street.
A. BORDERS.
caping steam and boiling water ceased, has been produced and lead
When taken from the wreck he was in the probate court of the county of FOR SALE Two choice lots in the Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
Oklahoma Will Hold Its First unconscious and did not regain con Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico, Grant tract, for $300. One-'h- lr
sciousness before death came. Gal at an adjourned regular term thereof,
ARCHITECTS.
cash, balance $10 a month. A bar
lagher, who was the furthest removed held on the 1st day of October, 1906,
Voting Test In Novemgain. See H. S. Knight.
F.
Spencer.
Room
W.
Barnett
from the boiler, was also badly scald and the day of the proving of said al
ed. It Is said that no other persons leged last will and testament was by FOR SALE Uts 3 and 4, block 20 Building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both
ber Election.
hones.
were Injured.
Eastern addition; level, no watt
AND
order of the Judge of said court thereThe explosion left the engine ly upon fixed for Monday, the 5th day of
courses, wind break to east. In
CIVIL
ENGINEER.
ing In a heap on the track, but none November. A. D. 1906, term of said
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 X.
of the cars was damaged. A wreck court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of
Broadway.
INDIANS AT THAT TIME
J. R. Farwell.
ing train from Alamogordo hurried to said day.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
K)R
bALE
Restaurant
lunch
and
the scene of the wreck and began the
room, best location In city; moneyGiven under my hand and the seal
NOTARY PUBLIC.
work of taking out the bodies of the
Will CAST FIRST VOTE men
of this court this 1st day of October,
making at all times. For sale very
and removing the debris.
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
cheap if taken thia week. Address
Rock Island train No. 2 due in El A. D. 1906.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
102 Citizen office.
A. E. WALKER,
raso at s o clock this morning, was
avenue.
Gold
Probate Clerk.
caught behind the wreck and was fou
All Are Considerably at Sea and
rOR SALE General
merchandise
a half hours late in arriving here.
RODERICK STOVt-C.'E- .
E.
business on the El Paso and SouthThe bodies of Dobbin
NOTICE FOA PUBLICATION.
and Brandon
Whether New State Will Be
western
Mexico,
in
eastern New
Electrical
and
Mechanical
will I brought to this city for burial
Engineer.
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op
Agent for Fairbanks,
Republican or Democratic.
& Co.
If Gallagher's condition will permit Department of the Interior, Land Ofportunity for right party. Can ex Gas and gasoline enginesMorse
a specialty.
he will also be brought here from Al
plain good reason for selling. Lo 906
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
Railroad avenue. Auto
aiimuordo for treatment.
cally healthiest in New Mexico. Ad matic West
1906.
Muskogee, I. T., Oct. 18. Statehood
'phone, 179.
A report brought to El I'aso till
inquiries
dress
to this paper.
for Oklahoma and Indian Territory on morning from Alamogordo stated that
MUSIC LESSONS.
a Joint basis being a certainty it is Hrakemau Gallagher had died.
Notice is hereby given that Juan F! SALE The Minneapolis house
Southsow only a matter of working out western officials do no', confirm the Pablo Montano ot llagan, N. M., has
Prof. N. DiMauro,
the violinist,
it looms, all furnislied; income $15
Hie details. But this is no small matliled notice of ills intention to make
gives lessons on the violin and manlier month; must be sold; partie
r
ter to the people of these territories.
support
of
final
proof
Manager
In
going away. Price $3,500 lor lot dolin.
Genera!
Simmons of the
Guaranteed to he the best
The people of Indian Territory have Southwestern and other officials left his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
'"Hiding and furniture; best payin
teacher in Albuquerque. Any one denever before voted, and the people of this morning for the scene of the 312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW
$e
roperty In Albuquerque. Call or siring lessons address general delivOklahoma hav never had a chance un- wreck on a special, which also carried 14 SW
abln-sSection 4. lAta 3 und 4.
ery, city.
C. I. Ward, Minueapol
til now to vote at a real election. So. Miss Emilv V. IViibln. s'sii'i ,,f the Section 5, Lota 1 and 5, Section 8. and
bouse, Albuquerque, N. M.
in a way, It Is like baby's first Christengineer.
OVERCOATS.
3,
Lot
Section 9, Twp. 12 N.
Bi ism i En'iLyiUBiixziXiKiizzi rirrmrrTiTTsawrffiTiTr tit
i
mas tree.
Range 6 E, and tat said proof will be Foil SALE Thirty-acr- e
Unredeemed
for sale
overcoats
ranch, quarbrokter
cheap
pawn
of
Bermile
Inat
government
at
north
Rosenfleld's,
On November 6 the people will
Clerk
the
made before the Probate
dian school; two acres good bear- er the man you can trust.
choose 110 delegates to a constitutionnalillo, N. M., on November 5, 1906.
ing
beon
to
with
hard
apportioned
all
convention,
evenly
following
names
witnesses
kinds
of
He
al
fruit;
the
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED 1873. Z
Aik for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
six acres cultivated ground and balprove his continuous residence upon,
tween Oklahoma and Indian Territory.
BREAD
no
and
take
ance
other.
in
seven-rooalfalfa.
Good
Sixty days after the election the deleviz:
land,
and
cultivation of, the
s
S
.
frame residence, barn and other
gates will meet in Guthrie to frame a
Nestor Gonzales of Hasan, N. M.;
A Young Mother at 70.
""'buildings.
Jncobo Gutierrez of Las Plaoitas. N.
constitution.
further particu"My mother
has suddenly been
lars Inquire of R. 1). Lusted, or adThe building of a constitution WINS ROPING CONTEST AT DON M.; Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placitas,
Twenty years of
70.
young
made
at
dress
Placita-Jpostoftlce
15S,
;
box
N.
M.
AND
LUIS
GIVES
city.
Anmjo
Las
EXCELLENT
of
Andres
sounds very dignified and grand, but
dyspepsia had
suffering
intense
from
.V
M.
IN
EXHIBITION
BRANDING
as a matter of fact what Is interestuntil six
her,
entirely
disabled
PERSONAL.
OTERO,
BUSTS
R.
KENNEY
MANUEL
ing the politicians of the new state is
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
ago, when she began taking
.
months
Register.
BRONCHO.
not the wording of those safeguards
Sl M I' HERN
completeO
are
GIRLS
Electric
have
which
most
the
Bitters
0
for personal liberty and property
Largest
Carries
the
ly
the
beautiful in the world.
and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
Get next.
cured her and restored
Sunday In the presence of
which Inhere In the habeas corpus and
Burns.
ana
Wounds,
Bruises
boys,
and Join our correspondence strength and activity she had in the V
2
in the Southwest.
the jury system, it is rather the pros- two huudrid people the world's record
By applying an antiseptic dressing
M,. J 1. C, 'nib. Write us tor particulars. The t.rlin.t ,,f lif.. ,. ,i,
pective gerrymander of the new state. for roping, tying mid branding calves to wounds,
inDixie
like
club, P. O. box Lit!, Chatta- patrick. of Danforth. Me. Oreufvt
burns and
This and the political complexion ' of was broken by both Buster Gardner juries beforebruises,
ets In,
inflammation
Tenn.
FARM AND
restorative medicine on the globe.
the delegates, whether they be repub- and Jim Kenney in a contest to decide, they may
maturabe healed without
Sets stomach.,
liver and kidneys
lican or democratic, as indicating the between them which wis tile best loit- tion
right, purines the blood and cures 5 RAILROAD AVENUE.
and in about one third the time
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 0
complexion of the new state when the er for a side bet of $50, after the
required by the old treatment. This
COMING EVENTS
malaria, biliousness and weaknesses.
vote is finally polled ut the first state regular roping contest had 'ie,-,says tile HUbee Miner. Gard- is the greatest discovery and triumph
Wonderful nerve tonic. Price
election.
Chamberlain's
ner made the exceptional time of of modern surgery.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Never a Territory.
No ember ti. Mahara's Minbtrcls.
The game "territory" is a misnomer 5:04 15, while Kenney, whose rope Pain Halm acts on this same princiapNovember 8. My Friend From Arfor this subdivision of the republic, for slipped over the calf lie starred tor ple. It is an antiseptic and when to
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
plied to such injuries, causes tliein
kansas."
the reason that it never has been and made lilt- time of 5:19.
DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
Quicker work than this lias never heal very quickly. It. also ullays the
November 14 The maid und the
Th
USltOme WtalilWM, ItTftfU- never will be a terrltoy. It always
FT
"
vi(r
any Mummy.
xX lamiliityI Aitii.ii
I'tiin tr in ni.u uu- has been an Indian reservation, theo- been seen In this locality, or in the pain and soreness and prevents
:.
jlt.y
Keep a
i
l.ll'r MutriV
SHERMAN-WILLIAMworld, for that matier, as the ifll. ial danger of blood poisoning.
PAINT Covers more, loo.s best, wears the
November 15. Uncle Josh.
retically governed by the Interior
uulin iitv
l KirtKiit wotiistiliooii.
f
No
longest, most economical; f ill measure.
nottle of Pain BalKi in your home
oi tf..n anl
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Ym
!i'im ttt
and about all the real auth- record for this ftat is 5:32
for
tis
run
on.tt
mli i.ii' t io ltfii Mft- ,, !
Several ropers look part in Die c
and it will save you time and money,
UUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Mine, Ceiueut, Paint,
December 10 The Holy City.
ority applied to it came from orders
sV
J II'"'"
.''a VJC'l
ltrGlass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
December 14 King of Triumph?..
from Secretary Ethan Allen Hitchcock test, it finally result Ing In the winning not to mention the Inconvenience and
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
In Wsblngton. As large in area as i of the first money by Buster Gardner suffering such Injuries entail. For
8TREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
FIRST
ANN & SON.
December 31 My Wife's Family.
FOK SALE BY w
Indiana, and quite as rich In natural I iu 5:56 4 5, while Kenney came In sale by all druggists.
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Mr, Hadley U well known
throughout the middle went as a hotel

and club manager and steward.
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If "Harmless Football" Triumphs, Will It Come to This?
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PATRON OBJECTED TO
TORN BILL FOR CHANGE

Because a Chinaman tendered hlra
but tne half of a torn $10 b.il in
change Walter Ruble took offense and
took the case into court, says the
(lobe Telegram.
The incident occurred at the Lucky
restaurant, kept bv a Chink named
Ye Om. Ruble with a friend had
taken a meal In the restaurant, and
his bhi amounted to 85 cents. In payment he tendered a $20 gold piece, and
in his change he was given what he
thought 'was a $10 bill. Later on lie
ciseovered that he had but the half
of the bill. Figuring one way U migut
be tald that he was but $5 out, but
figuring another way, he was out the
whole bill. So he had the Chinaman
arrested.
MINER8 FIGHT FIRE

IN BISBEE MINE

A dispatch from Blsbee, Arizona,
dated Oct. 16., says: Fire broke out at
the Shattuck & Arizona mine and for
a time the entire surface equipment
was la danger of destruction. By the
heroic efforts of the miners, assisted
by several members of t'ne local fire
department, headed by Chief Henkel
the flames were confined to the new
office building. Just completed, and
y
blacksmith and machine
the
shop.
The loss is estimated between eight
and ten thousand dollars, partly covered by insurance.
The fire was first noticed by the
night blacksmith and the hoisting
engineer.
bursting
were
Flames
through the roof of the new office
building, and the theory is that this
building was ignited by electric wires.
The alarm of fire was given and all
men underground hoisted to the surface. With buckets and hose the
miners attacked the flames which soon
spread from the office building to the
blacksmith shop adjoining.
It was
soon apparent that all efforts to save
these buildings would be futile and
every effort was put. forth to save the
ore bins which by this time had become ignited. After a hot fight with
the flames the fire was extinguished
at the ore bins.
two-stor-

NEW MEXICAN

Captain Jack Crawford, the poet
scout of New Mexico, addressed a
large audience at Trinity Methodist
Bpiseopal church, Denver, Tuesday
nlghtk
He was dressed in the. picturesque costume which he ordinarily
assumes. Captain Crawford Is well
known throughout the entire west.
He has an odd stage presence, with a
delivery not unlike that of Elbert
Hubbard in its surest ion of the
"ego" which admits i'self and is
proud of it. This is not entirely favorable to the speaker at first, but
when ho dips down into his poetical
creations and quotes in ringing tones
from some of his more reflective writings, the audience finds him a good

MINING MAN SUDDENLY

STRICKEN WITH PARALYSIS

L. N. 11 per ha? returned to El Paso
from a mining trip to the Burro mountains. New Mexico, In a very bad condition, says the News. While on tha
trip fie suffered a stroke of paralysis

and his left leg is yet entirely helpless, so that he has to use crutches.
His speech is also affeted. Mr. Piper
is nearly fin years of age and so his
condition is regarded as the more
critical. However, lie reports that he
is now much better than he was a
week ngo, when his entire side was
paralyzfd. He was fortunately in com
pauy of
Mexican when he was suddenly suicken and who called help.
Mr. Piper at the time was in the hills
prospecting. He was removed to a
Mexican house where he remained
l
days until sufficiently recovered
to venture on his return trip to this
city.
sev--i'3-

COL. J. W. FLEMING
HAS TWO RIBS BROKEN
Col. j. W. Fleming met with an accident last Tuesday which resulted in

the breaking of two ribs, says

the
Silver City Independent. As he and
John Casey were driving out to Leopold they turned off the road to pass
one of w. A. Tenney's freight teams,
when their buggy came in contact
with a slump which was concealed behind a bush, throwing Col. Fleming
out over the dash board with the
above result. He was confined to IiIb
nouse for a few days, but was able to
come down town yesterday for the
first time since the accident
Mr.
Casey escaped unhurt.
J. K. Smiihers, manager of the
hotel in Las Vegas and family
expect to leave that city next Monday
to spend three weeks visiting in New
York i.ity. Mr. Smithers will be relieved by J. A. Hadley, who is already
at I. as Vegas with his wife. Mr. Hadley for the past season has been man-iige- r
of the Fountain Ferry Park of
iA)uisville, Kentucky, ami fop several
years previous had been manager of
th Pendennis dub of that city. He
will prmiuhly r.ow remain in the ser- Cas-taneil-
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STATEHOOD

Our little

ThJ Grjifaid

all about

rec;!t3r

In certain

statehood sections of the territory an Impression
prevails that a ball it without
cross
against either the "yes" cr "no" on
the statehood proposition Is to be
counted as a vote against statehood.
The following is the opinion of the
attorney general on the subject:
October 17. 1906.
Hon. C. V. Safford, Secretary Republican Central Committee, Santa Fe,
anti-Joi-

nt

New Mexico.

I have your letter of the 16th
Inst., In which you ask, "In the event
a voter neglects to cross either the
'yes' or 'no' on his ballot with reference to the statehood proposition,
please advise if the ballot on that
question 6hould be counted either for
or against."You are advised that In such an
event the ballot should not be counted for or against on the statehood
question. Respectfully submitted,
W. C. REID.
Attorney General.

Sir

THE
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FOREST

RESERVE

PROCLAMATION
OFFICIAL
OF
THE PRESIDENT ESTABI..SH-INIT LOCATED IN
LENCIA COUNTY.

VA-

The following is the official proclamation of the president, declaring
and setting aside the Mount Taylor
forest reserve in Valencia countv, in
this territory:
Mount Taylor Forest Reserve, New
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A Perfect God Send

Torment

That Albuquerque is Blessed With Gas
cTpa,rplace of business

"NAVAJO"

AND

at

Roswell,

The

Woman's
and Foreign
county. Territorial agent, Missionary societyHome
"APACHE" Chaves
of
tha
Robert Kellahln, at Roswell. Capital chnrch will meet In the Presbyterian
church par$50,000,
hun-

Navaho was originally written Navajo, and Is a word ot Spanish origin,
says Anthropos. According to the
late Dr. W. Matthews, that, name is
generally supposed to mean "clasping
knife or raaor, and to nave been
given by the Spaniards because the
Navaho warriors carried great stone
knives about their persons. It has
also been suggested that the name
may come from a homonymous word
meaning pool or small lake. Finally
Horatio Hale, a prominent. American
ethnologist, recorded the fact that
some take It to signify Cornfield People. In the light of the latest researches this interpretation does not
seem devoid of appropriateness.
Father Leopold's own explanation,
however, is still more plausible. As
the name Is evidently Spanish, the
records of the old Spanish missionaries and explorers must naturally contain the key to its meaning. Now,
in a memorial to the king of Spain
written in 1H30 by Fra Alonzo de
Beneavides, O. F. M., the writer, after describing the Gila Apaches, says
that more than fifty leagues north of
them "one encounters the province of
the Aapches of Navajo. Although
they are the Bame Apache nation as
the foregoing, they are subject and
suboridnate to another chief captain,
and have a distinct mode of living.
For those of back yonder did not use
to plant, but sustained themselves by
the chase, and today we have broken
land for them and taught them to
plant. But these of Navajo are very
great farmers, for that is what Navajo signifies great planted fields."
From the expression "the Apaches
of Navajo" it is evident that the last
word did at first represent, not the
natives now called by It, but. the
country they inhabited. The southern Denes were to the Spaniards simply Apaches, who for the Bake of convenience were at first qinlified by
their particular habitats, until frequent repetition and love of conciseness caused the name of t e Indians
to be discarded in favor ,:t that of
their lands, as It often br ipens even
in our days.
As to the word ApacI:
itself, the
same missionary proposes as a possible etymology the Spanish verb
to drive herds to pasture;
and his supposition derives color from
the fact that A. F. Bandelier, speaking of the Apaches in general, calls
s.
occasslonally "the
or cowherds." But personally I
would feci more inclined to accept
Dr. Ales Hrdllcka's suggestion that
that term Is probably a corruption of
Opaka, which In the dialect of the
Pimas, the southern Denes' neighbors,
means enemies, or aliens, like the
Navahoes' Ana'e and the northern
Denes' Atna.
"Great planted fields" was therefore originally meant by Navajo, and
this interpretation is further explained by the fact that when first enby the Spaniards they
countered
were in possession tif an immense
territory, some of which possibly
that part of it which was first seen
by the white Intruders
was planted
with corn. "Nava" means in Spanish
a flat, even piece of land, a plain or a
field, and the suffix
ajo, the equivalent of the modern acho. Is not only
an augmentative, but also a depreci-ativ- e
desinence, much, I should think,
ns the French ending "aille" in
Mangeaille," which signify respectively iron and food of little Account.
Therefore,
by writing "the
Apaches of Navajo" Tlenavldes must
have meant "the Indians who live on
the large, more or less worthless
fields."
Those who are familiar with
the character of their lands will not
gainsay the appropriateness of the
appellation.
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stock,
divided Into five
dred shares of the par value of 100
Object,
acquiring lot or lots
each.
for erecting building for lodge and
business purposes.
Duration, fifty
years. Incorporators. John Shaw, Walter P. Chlsum, Clarence T. G. Ullery,
William S. Prager, John W. Poe, !.
than Jaffa. William M. Atkinson, Ed
ward A. Cahoon, Ralph M. Parsons,
Robert Kellahin. William T. Jovner
and James W. Wlllson, all of Roswell.
The Big Horn Mining comnany of
New Mexico.
Certificate of amend
ment to charter filed, making total authorized capital stock 1200.00ft. Prin
cipal place of business at Organ, So
corro county. Territorial agent, C.
S. McBeth, at Organ.

lor, corner of Fifth

avenue, tomorrow
o'clock.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT BY INSTALLING A
GAS HEATER AND RANGE. COME PAY US A VISIT.
WE WILL BE DELIGHTED TO 'SEE YOU AND WILL
CHEERFULLY SHOW YOU 0UR COMPLETE LINE
OF GAS HEATERS AND RANGES. ALL SIZES, ALL
KINDS. WE HAVE JUST THE ONE TO SUIT YOU.

street and ilver
afternoon
at 3

Mrs. Bambln:. at

nor parlors. No.
West Railroad avenue. Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre- -t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. 8b
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also nrepares a hair tonic that
cures end prevents dandruff and Hair
falling out; restores Mfe to dead bair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
AH of theje preparations are purer
HAIR WORK.
vegetable compounds. Have just added a vibrator
for treatment
Mrs. Rutherford, at home to anyone of scalp, face machine
cure of wrinkles.
anting hair work A nne pvprv Wed It Is also used and
for rheumatism, paint
nesday, at 5t7 South Broadway.
and massage
209
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Rooting

TRUE LOVE TRIALS
OF THE

I

First and Marqaette

GOULDS

r

Our Prices

Albuquerque, New Mexico

.

Our Work

are right

'

States

America
Proclamation.
Whereas, the public lands in the
territory of New Mexico, which are
hereinafter indicated, are In part covered with timber, and it appears that
the public good would be promoted
by setting apart said lands as a public reservation;
And whereas. It is provided by section 24 of the act of congress, approved March 3, 1891, entitled "An act to
repeal timber culture laws, and for
other purposes." "that the president
of the United States may, from time
to time, set apart and reserve, in any
state or territory having public land
bearing forests, in any part of the
public lands wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth,
whether of commercial value or not,
ns public reservations, and the president shall, by public proclamation,
declare the establishment
of such
reservations and the limits thereof."
Now therefore. I, Theodore Roosevelt, president of the United States
of America, by virtue of the power in
me vested by section 24 of the aforesaid act of congress, do proclaim
that, there are hereby reserved from
entry or settlement and set apart as
a public reservation, for the use and
benefit of the people, all the tracts of
land in the territory of New Mexico,
shown as the Mount Taylor forest reserve, on the diagram forming a part
hereof.
This proclamation will not take effect upon any lands withdrawn or reserved, at this date, from settlement,
entry or other appropriation, for any
purpose other than forest uses, or
which may be covered by any prior
valid claim, sr long as the withdrawal, reservation or claim exists.
Warning Is hereby given to all persons not to make settlement upon the
lands reserved by this proclamation.
In witness whereof. I have hereunto set my hand and cuised the seal
of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington,
this 5th day of October, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and six. and of the Independence
of the United States the one hun Ired
and thirtv-flrst- .
THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
By the president:
ELIIIU ROOT,
secretary of state.
cf Tetter and Eczema

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

Ail Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

r,"

Apaches-Vacnuer-o-

fer-ralll- e.

Married life rests uneasilv on a ma- go around the world alone. His wife
joruy or the children of old Jay Gould. has threatened to sue for divorce,
but
Howard and his wife, who was Catherine Clemmons, had a fierce fusi. and it Is said that George and Helen Gould
-

'

nave only a day or two since made up. have good chances of settling this row.
Frank, the baby of the family, who
Anna Gould, who married
Count
married Helen Kelly and bag two chil- - Castellane, i now awaiting the
a divorce
dren, has gone away angry and will decree in France.

OTI
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"DISARMAMENT"

PUBLISHED BY . . .

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

officialJaW
from the capital

Al-

NOTARIES PUBLIC NEW COMPANIES ORGANIZED
CONVICT
The !nt"nse itching characteristic
PARDONED.
of ec7emn. tetrer nnd like skin diseases Is instantly allayed by applving
Cbnniberlain's Salve, and many seThe fullciwing have been appointed
vere cases have been permanently notarii s public by Governor Hagr-niacured by its use. For sale by all
druggists.
John L. Toole. Knowles, Eddy county; James S. Fitzhiigh. portales,
Roosevelt county; Peter Hanley, AlBernalillo county; Dexter
Every woman covets a buquerque, Melrose,
Smith,
Hoosevtlt county;
C
thapely, pret'y figure, and Pedro Aramla, Albuquerque,
Hernalillo
many of them deplore the county; fharles H. McLcvathcn,
loss of their rirlibh forms Carlsbad, Eddy county.
layed.
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VOTE

ATTORNEY GENERAL SAYS "YES"
OR "NO" MUST BE SIGNIFIED BY MARK.
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Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrsyer'e Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Ttuerlem,
Distilleries nnd Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect oar
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers nnlr

MUSI CROSS BALLOT

to the mother's shapeliness
Jn ot this can be avoided
however, by the use of M ther's Friend befou baSy comes, as thi
great liniment always prepares the body for the fct.ain upon it, am!
preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's F lend overcomes all the
and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of child-birtthis critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest LlesMiv'
Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit und relief ticrived from the
use of tlii s wonderful
remedv. Sold by all
2?
rr
botiu--

rfo?TX"

In stoak ft outfit tbt
kpmostvrythlna
faitldloai bar tomploto

sum

after marriage.

'

W

merit, and an Interesting account of
his adventures In New York while
endeavoring to get them published.

of children is often destructi v?

.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

entertainer.
His lecture' Tuesday night was interspersed with numerous poems of

FOUND
Mexico.
DEAD IN TEXAS
brother of Joe Lewis, of Byofthe PresidentA of the United

Jim Itwlg,
Portales, and of Hugh Lewis, Elida,
both of whom are well known in Roswell, was found .dead near San Antonio, Texas .about three weeks ago.
The news has Just reached Roswell.
He had started across the country
and was not found until several days
after Ills death. The body was so
badly decomposed that interment hau
to be made immediately on the spot.
It Is thought that his deadi was
caused by paralysis.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DKALKm IN

COSTUME

IECTIIRESJ

O.

Consolidated Liquor Company

REMAINS OF OLD MAN
The remains of an old mnn, some
76 or SO years of age, Hiipprmpd to
tiave beea Robert Oollander, a miner,
were found on October 11 In a cabin
n tue Upper Verde river, 15 miles
from Jerome, Arizona. The body was
badly decomposed and It is thought
the old man had been dead gome week
or ten days when found. In his pockett
were fonnd receipts from the Knights
of Pythias Ivlge, No. 15, of KlagstafT,
made out to Robert Oollander, show-i- n
duea paid by him to December 1,
l(i6. Death is thought to have resulted from general debility and old
age. Ai undertaker and Deputy Sheriff Wes Owens went to the river and
brought iu the remains, which were
buried In the Citizen's cemetery at

Chss Mellnl, flucraaty
Dacbechl, Treaeorer.

Vice President.

U,

J QjS U
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Governor Pardons Convict.
Clarence Moore, aged about thirty
years, who was sentenced to one year
in tlie enitentiary fur assault with a
.1. ailly weapon,
by the district court
for Chaves county, was pardoned today by Governor Hagerman. Moore's
wife is desperately ill and must un-surgical operation and the
doctor in attendance Mated tnat 'he
Husband ou.nht n be with her during
the ordeal. The governor also granted the pardon uj on the ecomnienda-- '
ion of prominent people of Chaves
county.
Articles of Incorporation.
The billowing i.rtn!s ot incorpora
tion have been tiled in the office of
Territorial Secretaty J. V. Itayuolds:
Masonic Bull line a .,.. iation. I'rin

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
l,,,!,,

3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH: MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
o

ALBUQUERQUE

FACE POUR.

TiiL ,u.i,ijyUfcKQUE
Hm Citizen
V

'.iprtnl

STATEAiAKING

POWER

WANTED THE OFFICES
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Young Men's Overcoats $10 to $20
Young Men's Suits - 10 to 20
Children's Overcoats $5.00 to $10
Children's Suits - $3.50 to $8.00
Men's and Boy's Sweaters 75c to $5
Men's and Boy's Hats and

FRESH

OYSTERS

We are now handling fresh
oysters, receiving tliem direct
Troin the oyster beds packed In
sealed cans.
Order yoir oysters and get

.THE

Caps

WITH THE.
PERFECT OYSTER
FLAVOR

o
O

On Saturday we will receive a
shipment of
DRESSED TURKEYS.
DRESSED DUCKS.
DRESSED SPRING CHIX.
DRESSED HAMS,
and from then on will receive
a shipment of dressed poultry
every week.
The poultry is from the same
shipper from whom we have
been receiving poultry
for
years and we can guarantee it
as line as any grown in Kansas.
Place your orders now and receive the pick of the stock.
Prices guaranteed.

IN--
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DRESSED POULTRY.

NOW

.
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o
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o
o
o
o
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25c to $6.00

OYSTERS

o

0
to $8.00 per Suit 0

UNDERWEAR-$1.- 00

SHOES

Wj

XIBAGQOj)

Nettleton Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00. ForbunK $3.50 to $4.00

o
o BOY'S SHOES
o

BOY'S CAPS

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

FURNITURE
i

,,

o
o
o

FURNITURE

x
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,
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NEW

MAPLE SYRUP.
NEWi PANCAKE FLOUR.

NEW BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
(old fashioned kind)
NEW DATES.
NEW FIGS.
NEW WALNUTS.
NEW' ALMONDS.

000CCXCOOC000
HOW THE FAMILIAR GAS

Jaffa Grocery Co.

MANTLE WAS INVENTED

XXXX0XXX)COX)X)00XXXXXXXXXXi.

"Good Things to Fat"

'

.

The New Mexican says that "reforming is all right
in its place, but is out of place when used as a disguise
lying, as In the case of the Albufor plain every-daquerque
y

."

It is reported tl at the powers that be of the people's
ticket propaganda are feeling a little "sick." No doubt
an acute attack of Indigestion brought on by their modest attempt to usslrailate all the democrats In the county
at cne strategic gulp.
"How many crimes have beeu committed in the
name of charity?" How many voters have been duped
by the cry, "reform," and learned too late that their
gullibility had let down the bars to green pastures for
vandals and incompetents which a little investigation
and honest reflection would have prevented.
The morning mouthpiece for the dem:crat-bol;ercombine still sings Its silly song about the republican
ticket's being merely to restore F. A. Hubbell to power.
". A. Hubbell is not a candidate for any office, and no
one with the sense of a pediculus believes for a moment
that the election of the republican ticket will put, F. A.
Hubbell Into any office or give him any control in affairs
s

o

VI

am ma

"Good Things to Eat'

well-direct-

Why did the candidates of the bolting combine find
it necessary to come out persjnally In favor of reducEvtion of office salaries? The reason is
eryone knows that they selected themselves for the offices and that all they want with the offices is the salaries and fees to be obtained therefrom; but, if possible,
to throw dust In the eyes of some, they thought this
salary dodge would do no harm.
If they had any party or any platform, of course
such an utterance should have come from the party
through the platform. But they have neither party nor
platform. Their party is: "We, the fellows that want
office." Their plalform is: "We want the offices."
But why have they no purty and no platform? Because when Perfecto and Jesus and the schoolteacher
and Slg and no, not Col. Heaven. He was not of them
at that time. He was subsequently taken by the nape
of the neck and the seat of the breeches and thrust head
.foremost by one man Into the ticket. But when the others had put themselves on the typewritten ticket and
had gone through the farce of a nomination, they were
in such deadly haste to cinch the matter that they made
dash to have themselves recorded as candia pell-medates, forgetting all about platform and party. Could
there be a stronger proof that It was offices they wanted
and not a declaration of principles?

mt

em

Grocery Comp'y.

Alaska-Yukon-Pacif- ic

.

18, 1906.

75"
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Boy's Underwear

o

Seatlle, Oct. IX. There Is $r.r.UMio In the treasury
exposition, and the fair la
of the
nearly thtee years away. If more in nicy is needed,
there will be plenty available.
The Jfirxi.fHio was jai-eby ci i.ens of Seattle In one
day, October 2, and the account. ng department has just
completed figuring out the total. October 2 was made
a legal holiday In Seattle, by order of the mayor, and
it was a great day.
Will H. Parry, chairman of the ways and means
committee of the exposition, was hcl i responsible for
the raising of t!io money. "Everybody helps." said Mr.
Parry, and the two words, adopted as a slogan, were emblazoned in crimson letters on the dead walls, on street
cars, automobiles and delivery wagons. In shop winMr. Parry labored
dows mid wherever people gathered.
stuff were the principal
hard and his
helpers.
Mr. Parry set out to raise half a million dollars, and
the total was a quarter more. The people would have
bought a million dollais' worth of stock If It had been
necessary. Never before litis a city as a unit come forward so spontaneously and generously for a similar
The wage earner stood Hhoulder to shoulder
with the capitalist In buying stock. Although subscription committees canvassed the city, a majority of the
subscriptions were brought voluntarily to the exposition
headquarters.
It is already apparent that the fair of 1909 is to be
a big show, bigger than that given last year by Portland,
or to be given next year in Jamestown. The state of
Washington probably will be called upon to appropriate
$1,000,000 to the enterprise, and the legislature Is expected to vote this amount if the fair management
thinks it necessary. The republican and democratic
state conventions recently held made exposition appro
pr;priation clauses important, planks in their platforms.
.The fair site has already been chosen, a sightly
tract, of 3.15 acres, composing the grounds of the University of Washington. Situated picturesquely on the
shoies of Lake Washington, within twenty minutes' ride
of the city, the location could not be improved upon.
When the fair is over most, of the buildings will be converted into recitation halls and dormitories.
Earlier
fairs have found their stately palaces worthless after
they had served the purpose for which they were constructed.
The exposition is to bo held primarily for the purpose of attracting the people of the east and middle west
to the Queen city. And when the thousands arrive, they
will be shown marvelous natural advantages of the Pacific northwest and Alaska and the Yukon country and
the surprising possiblltles of increased trade with the
Orient. Interest In the country it was held to exploit,
rather than the fair Itself, brought 125,000 people from
the east and middle west to Portland last year, and the
attendance from beyond the Rocky mountains at Seattle's fair is sure to be much greater.
Major T. S. Clarkson, an expositlonist of large experience, is now touring the middle went in the Interest of the fair. Every state visited by him has signified
its intention of participating.

Article 4, section 3, of the Constitution of the I'nlted
States says: The congress shall have power to dispose
f and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other proper y belonging to the
United Slates.
Commenting rn the foregoing, the supreme court of
2 Mont.,
Montana, in the case of the Territory vs.
32. uses the following language:
"The governments established for the territories are
temporary in their character and only designed to serve
a temporary purpose. The territories nre under the
complete control of congress, and subject to abolition,
modification or change by the power which created them.
These inherent Informalities rob the territories of the
United States of all the essential attributes of sovereignty and make them provinces, over which the United
States exercises supreme control. Under and by virtue
of the said clause of the Constitution, congress can sell
and dispose of the territories to a foreign power."
Under this condition of affairs, which can not be
ralnsaid, the following suggestion by the New Mexican
becomes quite significant, and worthy the careful consideration cf every voter in this territory 3 well as In
Arizona. Said the New Mexican:
"The congress of the United States does not need
the consent of Arizona to make one state out of the two
territories of New Mexico and Arizona. Supposing that
n enabling act be passed Joining the two territories into
one state without giving the voters the privilege of Faying by their ballots whether or no they want Jointure!
What then? And, without Joking, this may be done, u
not, why not? Just because the federal and territorial
officials, mining companies and railroad corporations of
Arizona do not want Jointure, should that be a good
reason?"
In this connection it is also wel! not to forget that
Senator Morgan and certain others In discussing the
statehood bill contended that congress had no constitutional authority to submit the offer of statehood to the
choiceof the voters in the territories, as all legislation
for the territories lay exclusively in the province cf
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EVENING

It is evident that Neil B. Field, in preparing his
speech for Saturday night, departed from his usual custom of personal examination Into the correctness of his
data. His statistics have been shown to be so thorough
ly Inaccurate that but one conclusion Is possible. He
took them at second hand from the Morning Journal.
Mr. Field will do well 111 the future, when In need of
accurate figures and real facts, to apply to The Citizen
for them.
The morning paper In its unfounded charges In
connection with the McKinley county b;:nd sales, was
wept off 1U feet by The Clti n's publication of Auditor
Safford'a report of three years ago. In its consternation and dismay that
defamer, finding
itself without the slightest pretense of Bupport In the
charges it had so often repeated, sought refuge this
morning in defaming Auditor Safford, virtually charging
s.
tlin with malfeasance In office as a friend of the
A miyn villainous article was never written than
that which disgraced the editorial page r this morning's blackguard.
Hub-well-

It is strange how, by almost an accident, a new impetus was given to the gas industry by the discovery
of the mantle. Dr. Carl Auer von Welsbach was seeking a new. filament for the electric bulb, which would
give more light than the filament made from hair, cane
or wire, and to this end was experimenting with certain
of the rare earths. Dr. von Welsbach noticed that when
some of these earths came into contact with the bluer
flame of his stove a very intense light appeared.
It then became a matter of a very short time when
he was able to discover what chemicals had produced
this light. These he found to be thorium and cerium,
combined in a proportion of 99 per cent of the thorium
and 1 per cent of the cerium. If the chemicals were
made plastic and molded they were too thick to be heated sufficiently to emit an appreciable light. Then came
the clever part of the Invention, as' the following experiment shows:
.
Take a little water and add common salt until no
more salt can be dissolved. In this solution soak three
or four pieces of cotton thread about twelve Inches
long, loosely twisted together and knotted at each end.
After a few moments remove the threads and let them
thoroughly dry; then suspend them in a convenient
manner and tie a trifling weight, such as a finger ring,
to one end of the threads. You can now burn out all the
original cotton if It is perfectly dry by applying the
flame of an alcohol lamp or a wax taper at the top. and
the salt crystals will have sufficient cohesive power to
support the ring.
In a manner precisely similar to this is the gas
commantle made, by substituting the thorium-ceriupound for the table salt and the woven webbing for the
strands of thread. The cotton Is Impregnated with the
salts of the rare earths, thorium and cerium. This impregnation, having been completed, the webbing is thor
oughly dried and then cut Into requisite lengths, and one
end doubled in and plaited and sewed with thread made
from asbestos in such a manner as to form the loop at
the top of the mantle.
The fabric Is stretched over a wooden form of the
shape of a finish id mantle, only much larger, after w hich
it is lifted off and suspended by a wire, and the flame
of a gas burner is applied to the top, exactly as was don
wi'h the salted cotton, and the original cotton thread
gradually burns away, shrinking the meanwhile, leaving
whnt has been characteristically called by a patent at
toruey a coherent skeleton of earthy oxides.
In other words, merely another form of the salt crys
tals retaining the shape of the thread. The mantle having' shrunk more nearly approaches the size of the com
pleted article, but is extremely fragile, and of Indefinite
shape, so that it must be subjected lo the intense! heat
of a gas flame mixed with compressed air. In about
two minutes this blast flame will shape the mantle and
harden it sufficiently to permit handling.
- I hough now fairly strong, the mantle will mil stand
the rough usugM of shipment so it is still further treat
e.l by being steeped In a parafnne varnish which fills
up the opening.; and otherwise Stiffens the mantle.
It
is this n'l '.lih which is burned away when a new m:i.T-tl-e
is fitted, leaving the mantle in the same condition it
was in alter it luij been subjected to tlie action of the
compre.-sci- i
tlame. At this part ofj the process
it is only
mcessiry to cut the mantle into proper length,
mount it i,u H support ami have it ready for the consumer's use.- - Cas l.oplc
m

Artemtis Ward was willing to sacrifice all li t wife's
relatives in order t; put down the Sou'hern Co:ife leracy.
The democrat-boltercombine arc fully us humorous as
the lamented Artemua. They are thoroughly willing to
cut down the salaries of offices they have no pros pec, of
ever filling. Hut. then, the people need not be uneasy.
The republican convention pledged the party, in ps
platform, to a wise economy in the allowance of emoluments of office; Mid this pledge, hacked by the republican party. Is of vastly mure importance and more indicative of results than can possibly be the indivii.ual
THZ CITRUS YEAR.
utterances of eleven bolters and democrats, having
The falif.ii tii t citrus year does not close until Octoneither party nor platform behind them Inn only the ber
i,u: the various organizations
aie crowding the
aching void of an insatiable desire fur office.
season and is:;uln; what they call approximations of 'he
year's business. The shipments already
around
The Morning Journal accuses '1 he Citizen of at- 2.oiHi carload-- , ,;s against about 32,uim made are
the
carloads
for
tempting to "bide the brand" of the regular republican previous year. The growers
probably received more net
county ticket. The mission of the Journal would seem moiiev, hew
!,:l
a,ni... ,.,., llt ln,, preced- to be an Indiscriminate attempt to "brand the hide" of
seas ii. !a r,.i;.e numbers the
carloads sold,
regular
the
nominees as dupes and tools by baseless in- vlf. ie delivered, lor $:i.immi.iMiii, ,,r which It Is
said Ilia;
timation and the senseless "huckster"
argument
"f the grower gut :.iui' $7..rou.ooi).
of the rest about
fcbouting "bossisin" a frenzied attempt to arouse senti-mei.Vin
mi
was .pent f,)r htlior ami m.ii. rials, ami the
I.'.
by playing on the sympathies of the uninformed. transportation
companies got
That
The regular ticket bears no brand. It s compose.! of leaves $1i,hii.ch,m imuecounfed about $lo. i.oiui.
appaieiit-l- y
was
which
for,
wen of widely varying Interests, and no man can say
absorbed by tie' selling agencies, and probably Inwith truth that the nominees compose a clique or !ae-- i cludes -si
.if ;mckinii.
Few growers pack their own
tion. The intelligent voter who lias watched both sides ciops. of al! the beneficiaries
of the industry the
f the contest will not be carried away by the siren song growers alone took
any considerable risk. They Investof a disgruntled faction, represented by men whose rec- ed their capital and
time and toeU their chances. Tl'ey
ords vary from defalcation to mediocrity and incapabil-- , came out well t,is year,
and usually do so. There is no
Ity, whose claim to the title of "reformers" Is recognized d. ubt that il.e
seiii;,K and deliveriii- - a
ven among their friends as a hoax, the campaign thun-- ' bulky crip t; a cim of packing.
distant market greatly exceeds the cost
p
clap-trader and
of politics, which can, mean n.dhing of producing li,. rop. ,
It does seem as if the
lo the man who delves unbiased into the situation in
aught t, .jet more than i& per cent of the gross
search of the real truth.
proeeeels.
San Francisco Chronicle.
s
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MAIL ORDEBS FILLED THE SAME DAY
THEY ARE RECEIVED.
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Scientific Optician

B. K. ADAMS THE BEST IN TOWN
i

Per Gallon
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$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city
Funeral Director and Licensed

r nones

2a
Railroad Avenue

Colorado, Blk

Corner Fifth and
EVES TESTED FREE
FIT GUARANTEED
Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

Embalmer

CORRECT
114

M.

THE CELEBRATED

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
Colo.

cancitea number

Illinois Central R.R.Yo
the short line

O. F. O.
WHISKEY COLORADO

JUDGE ADAMS WANTS

92.

of instances in your experi- -
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DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE
That a HtrotiK tliriit Is being marie
to secure the next biennial meetinv
of the KniKhts of Pythias for Albuquerque was again manifested this
morning when Secretary P. F. .
of the Commercial club received a second telegram
from Judge
Adams requesting him to stnd more
!escriilive literature of Allniqueniiie.
Judge. Adams, who is In New Orleans lit the meetings of the Knights
of Pythias. Is optimistic of the Duke
city's chances to secure the next biennial meeting nf the lodge.
Press
dispatches state the crowd at New
Orleans is. enormous and the meeting
of the ln.lge here would brin many
people to Albuquerque. But whether
Albuquerque secures the meeting or
not. it is a certainty that the Duke
'"ity will be well advertised at New
Orleans among people from nil over
the I'tiit.-States.

Bottled ln Bond.

a

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

ME LIN

I

EAKIN

&

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M,

Automatic Phone,

199.

COAL

IOWA TEACHERS OPPN
THEIR ANNUAL SESSION
Ccilnr Kapids. Oct. 18. The Iowa

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$6.50

Teachers' association opened their annual conference her,, today. All
in the fctate were represented,
the attendance being very large. Dr.
iiinsaiilits of Chicago delivered the
opining address. President Shanl;lin
I'l'pcr Iowa
"
university;
Dr.
Steiner of lowa college; Dr. Smith, of
Columbia college and Hon. .1. p, Rlggs,
superintendent of public instruction,
deliv red aririr.'s-on educational
s;
dis-trlct-

ence where a merchant, starting; on
a Binall scale, became a marked
success In a few years.
To--St.
He started within his means, each
year he kept adding a little to his
Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
stock until finally he had the largest
and best store In town.
AND THE NORTHWEST,
the foutn and southeast.
A bank account grows In the
Ticket Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
same way. You can start with a
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
smati amount, add to It from time
JAMES CULTON,
to time, Just what you can spare,
Commercial Agt
(it's a good plan to deposit regularly, and you will find that your
account will grow more than you
had expected.

ONE NiGH7
To

CHICAGO,

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

.JUST RECKIVED

LOMMORI

WOOD

,

Beaven

OF

ALEUQUERQUE,

at the
The finest train service to the above
Grocery and Meat Market
points; also to New Orleans, Mem- Champion
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
phis, Vicksburg,
Evansville, Ind.; A
choice line of Imported Goods DNashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Oa.; Jackirect from Italy.
s' nville, Fla., and all other points In THE BEST
LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice groRAILROAD TIME TABLE ceries.

(In effect July 1. 1906.)
Eactbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:51
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
a. rn., departs 8:25 a. m.
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11: 6
m is.
qui
p. m-departs 12:09 a. in.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansa City El
S.
PROTESTANT TEACHERS
,
departs
press, arrives 6:15 p.
HOLD CONVENTION
7:43 p. ni.
502
Momreil, (un., Oct. IS.
SOUTH
FIRST
STREET.
Dele.
Westbound.
.Hi's I .mi all parts of Canada attendNo. 1, California Express, arrives 7:Si
ed t.ie annual convention of the
p. in., departs sua p. ru.
Ask fop JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
ida o, Protestunt Teachers here 3KEAD
No. 3, California Limited, arrivei
no otner.
and
take
liiterestitiK lectures on edui
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
sutijtKta were delivered by 11.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express
A Mb line of unredeemed overcoats
t'i"
v;
lee, 1). i. N., Dr. F. Tracy.
arrive3 12:05 p. m.p departs
IIS
sale cheap at Rosentield's,
Toronto university. Mayor Kkers. prof. for
p. m.
West
Railroad
(venue.
C. Undue, Clark university, Worces
Southbound.
ter; Premier Coiiiu: Hon Justice MeNo. 27 El PaBo train, departs at 12:35
TRACTION PARK.
Conkeli ami others.
p. in.
Local freight train. No. 99, south
GRAND LOOK E MEETING
Sunday Afternoon, October 21, Many
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and car
Interesting Features.
OF ODD FELLOWS
ries passengers.
I eun..
i.a.taiiooica,
u t In. Over
l'li.r. Hirrv Halilwin, an aeronaut
Arrives From South.
,.iinu
iii retiows Irom th..
n.i i.....n, .l i....niiiit,in will lIvo a No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:J
lodjii s in Tennessee aitended a
a. in.
land craiul l.i.llooii ascension and parachute
lils!i. ineetiiit,' (if the order here to-- i jump. There ill also be horse races, No. 1
day. Alter a parade the opening exer- - bin ru I :aces, Mcycle and sack races No. 7 runs direct to Los Angeles.
runs
to Ban Francisco.
rises were held, which were follow ni and a five mile Indian toot race. Ad-'- No. 3 runs direct
direct to Los Angeles and
an address of welcome Irom the mission, uduhs, 23 cents; children, 15
San
Francisco.
mayor. All the prominent states were
cents. Urand stand seats absolutely All trains dally.
preset!'.
;llt,e
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
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We Keep It Up
We keep the quality of our hie ad
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

:

tod-iy-

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,
2 OT SOUTH riBBT BTREiT.
ELITE

THE

ROOMING

f

HOUSE

j

NEAR

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
D. E. CALLOWAY, Mana8er.
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POLITICAL POINTERS

GOMES TO THE FRONT

"HEAVY TAXPAYER"

m

CITIZKN

PAGE FIVE.

MOSHER'S

CASE

TO

REACH JURY AT FOUR
The Democrats or Sun Miguel conn-tmay conclude to run a straiisht
democratic ticket In this rampaign
The case of O. W. Mosber, charged
and are holding a convention in .s
with obtaining money under false
Vegas today for the purpose of nominating candidates. The fusion move- pretencses in two Indictments and
ment there which hus been In v.tnuo obtaining the signature of another on
for several years past seems to tune ;i check under false pretenses was
heard in the district court this morngone glimmering.
ing. The evidence of four witnesses
Saturday, October 20. the rcpii, l- was adduced by counsel and after the
imns of Dona Ana county will hold argument, the case will go to the Jury.
Crtices and It Is thought the matter will be ready
their convention at l.
nominate candidates for all the comi- for the Jury at 4 o'clock tfals afterty offices. In the evening the conven- noon.
Among the witnesses wu H. P.
tion will b addressed by Delegate
V. H. Andrews. Hon. H. O. Iliirsnni, Davenport, a telegrapn operator, who
.
pilchard and others. was formerly employed I y the Postal
Colonel O.
Messrs Amlrou-Ilnrsiim anil others' telegraph roiniiany hero. He told
will leave Albuquerque for I.as Cm- - now Mosher secured money from him
Rt. the local offlco
on a worthless
ces tomorrow (Friday) night.
check and Bookkeeper Tickard of the
National bank. Other checks
The boards of registration of h
l'Tf
esshed at tru'OralHinia' saloon
two city precincts are busily engaged
this week in recopying names. The. nd Abraham's employment agency,
lists will be hung out at the two A'l of them were drawn on the First
places Borradaile's store on Cold av- - National bank.
Mosher was brought to Albuquerque
enue, and Ruppe's store on Railroad
avenue Saturdav morning, and re-- 1 fr " Carlsbnd by Sheriff Arniijo who
apprised of his being there after
main during that day to receive
names of voters who failed to be re- - having Jumped his bond here.
The lists will then be re- n(y w- - U- Chllders Is defending
vised and will Benin h hnne for In- - Mosher.
Ritter Found Guilty.
spectlon, revision and correction on
It did not take the Jury In the RitSaturday, October 27. Don't neglect
to see that your name in on the list. ter case more than a few hours to
find the accused guilty of grand larHon. Thos. B. Catron, who is a ceny In the two Indictments found
candidate on the republican ticket of against him by the grand jury. The
,he Jury shortly before
"nt
Santa Fe county for the council to caF
represent the legislative council dls noon yesterday nnd about 3:30 o'clock
trlct composed of Santa Fe and San Hitter was convicted
doval counties, was in the city last
night, returning north on the delayed EXCURSION ON WAY
TO GETTYSBURG
No. 2 this morning. Mr. Catron says
Hrooklyn, Oct. 18. An excursion of
he Is still in the race and hopes to
be elected. Readers of The Evening tht. members of the Brooklyn league
Citizen will remember that a mnjor- - and Institute to the battlefield of det- ""'"rg commenced today The niem-an- d
ify of the delegates from Santa Fe
Sandoval counties, who attended I,,'rs traveled by special tr'n on the
to
railroad
arlesile
the Las Vegas convention, declared Pennsylvania
Indian
themselves in favor of B. A. Mlera, of wnere a visit was made to t
Sandoval county, as the republican scnool. From Carlisle V:.ry will go
!ng the
due south to Gettysburg !
candidate for council.
lines of l.ee'g march ilr.
h Holly
The regular republican convention Springs.
of Sandoval county will be held in
Bernalillo, the eonmy seat, on the GERMAN PRIMA DONNA
25th Inst.
GIVES SONG RECITAL
It Is understood that a
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 18. iYi.i.t:?:
people's party will be organized In
opposition to the regular republican Schumann Helnk gave her first song
ticket and that the convention of this recital In the course arranged here
party will be held In the county seat tonight before the largest and most
on the 24th or a day before the regu- - fashionable audience ever seen
in
lar republican convention. . How far Brooklyn. The program Included Items
this movement has progressed cannot from Randce, Beethoven, Schubert,
be determined at this time, but that Schumann, Rebllng, Raff, Krebs and
It is in progress Is sure. It is under- Strauss.
stood that the name of the regular republican candidate for delegate to
congress, W. H. Andrews, will be
placed on the ticket of the people's
party, If this can be done under the
present election law.
y

ARTICLE

ON

X

He Tells the Republican Voters to Beware of Mr. Field,

Unless lie Can Present Some Convincing Argument,
Which He Has Not Yet Done.

per cent, or one time, and the taxpay- - total demands of their county ailmin- on ins
the city government, wiiieii
vr is annuity paym i
democratic,
in
sometimes
the comparative statement al valuation than he was ton or t'lev-o- f .was
creased Its demands upon the comvaluations and levies for Bernalillo en years nso.
munity from $:14.T79.8:$ to practically
That there la nothing wronK or
county from ISUfl to Iflnti. inclusive.)
appeared In vesterday's Citi-- travasant. In the increase of the coun-- -i double that amount,- or $70,781.01.
is best shown by a comHow about that? Is there extravar,ic that ihH mailer may ty tax rate
of the city tax rate for the gance and graft in that, or is it just
have ready reference to the matters parlsonyears.
Referring to the table a natural Increase? In 1H05 the city
same
noaateherein referred to.
Kvery citizen, and particularly ev- you will see that the increase for demanded over $07,000, or an increase
ery republican, nhoulcl carefully weigh city purposes was from $1.55 in 18116, of 100 per cent since 1890.
In 1900.
There is much more to bring out
the statements given out ns cam-to to If$2.50
you will again reftr to the table from the offlclnl figures here given,
paign documents in what appears
i.u Q ,.,u, iu.tn.-aothe mniiliir reptib- -' you will discover that while the levy but as you may object to giving so
Hcan party and Mr Field," a democrat, for 18110 was Intended to realire the much space it will not be touched
If nil that Mr. Field has said be true,- large sum of $100,1103.92. in 1!04, the upon In this letter.
Before republicans
desert their
Hubbell dy- and all of the truth, and the only mo- last year of the
party there should be some good rca
tlve of the alleged reformers of me nasty, so much decried bv Mr. Field son
tor tne abandonment and In face
republican party be the betterment of and a couple of democratic newspa-the party, then wet should give the pers In this city, the total amountj of the fact that the past ten years,
rule, has been
reformers republican support. Let us possible to realize from the tax levy, under republican
nee how the facts look when over- for the same purposes, was only $B4,- - marked by an actual reduction of the
857.99. or $35,000 less than the first 'amount of money collected anil spent
hauled and fully shown.
It Is charged that Frank Hiinbe.i, a year in the table, and a little more for county purposes, and the only ma
political leader of the county, and the than $42,000 less than the present be- - terial Increase made by the alleged
ue- - reformers. In face of a large Increase
rhnirman of the regular republican nevolent county administration
county committee, is responsible for mands of the people for county pur- - In valuation, it. does not. appear to
me that there Is any reason for de- the increasing tax levy for the past poses.
In all the years Included In this sorting republicanism just yet awhile.
ten or eleven ears, and Is in' some
I am told that republicans should
manner unexplained in entire control table it appears that two counties
of every man nominated on that tick were cut out of Bernalillo county, object to having reformed democrats
et. owning them body and soul. Now taking with them a total valuation of on a republican ticket. As a repub
Ut us see about the tax levies for $1,800,000, and during that time, ac- - lican not seeking office, I consider
eordlng to the most reliable informa that a sign of a good and healthy
these ten or eleven years.
growth of the party, by conversion.
lly referring to the table, it is seen Hon obtainable, the city of Albuquer-thactual If I am not misinformed, President
the total valuation in 1890 was que has more than doubled itsauthori-dollars;
Roosevelt was a democrat, anl all his
something more than seven million wealth, and some very good
the territorial tax rate .78. ties estimate that it has trebled Its relatives are democrats today. He
county $1.40 and the city $1.55, mak- - taxable wealth in those years. If the entered the republican party as police
lng a total tax rate of $3.73, and a republican party was engaged in a commissioner of New York city, and
treasury looting game, how easy it he has made a very good republican,
total receivable of $190,155.20.
Following down the column show-- would have been to have run the indeed, and has been honored by the
lng the territorial tax rate, K will be same old tax rate on during the years party nnd the people with the highseen that the blessed by God, by and on a valuation of some twenty est office within their gift. I have no
Field, proxy, the erstwhile Governor million, by lust adding the Increaso, prejudice against a man because he
Otero, continually forced up the ter- - collected something like $300,000 for sees the error of his war, and Is man
enough to acknowledge his past politritorial levy, and in order to protect j county purposes and used it all.
ical mistakes by coming out befire
taxpayers of Bernalillo county It stead, we find that the republican
necessary to reduce the valu- - ministration had actually decreased the world as a republican.
Republicans should hesitate to folat Ion of the property subject to tax- - the demand npon the community by
low Mr. Field, unless he can present
ntion. The territorial tax rate dou- - thousands of dollars,
Now compare the year 1905 with more convincing arguments than a
bled, and the county valuations de-- l
year 1906. With an Increase of few figures to show that one sheriff
creased in exactly the same propor-ith- e
tlon, and more, too, because the ac- practically $400,000 In valuation, the was paid more money than another.
tual valuations actually increased, as, tax rate has been reduced but 4 cents, It may be that the sheriff getting the
every resident of the county is aware. while the total demanded of the com- - most service, serving more papers,
This was protecting the county tax- - munity Is more than $21,000 above feeding more prisoners nnd pursuing
payers against the territorial levy, that demanded by the administration evil doers. In order that the county
might he relieved of expense and
and resulted in property being as- - of the county In 1905.
If the present administration is as made better in the future. It. would INTERNALLY
or less, Its actual
sessed for
INJURED IN
economical as Mr. Field would have appear that way In view of the fact
value.
While this decrease of valuation us believe, why are the taxpayers that the regular republican adminiswas taking place, for the benefit of made to pay $21,000 more than they trations of the past made lighter deFALL FRONT ENGINE
Gave u the
mands upon the taxpayers than the
the taxpayers of the county of Berna-'llllo- . were made to pay last year?
It will also be observed that while alleged reformers now asking repuband the decrease was equal to
three times, the tax rate for county the republicans, now charged with licans to desert their partv.
Suffering from internal Injuries
A HEAVY TAXPAYETt.
purposes only increased about 1'w being the Hubhella,' were reducing the
sustained by an accidental fall from
his engine at Rincon, Albert Fall, a
TODAY
Comparative Statement of Valuations and Levies for Bernalillo County, From 1896 to 1906, Inclusive
Santa Fe fireman, reached Albuquerque this morning on No. 2 en route
Mon?y Rtcelvable
Total
Valuation Ter'tl. County City
Total
Year
Many Users of
to Las Vegas, where he will be taken
Levy
Levy Ixvy Territorial County
Levy Receivable
City
Into thn rnmnnnv hnuntt:it
$1.40
$7,143,171 $ .78
1896 ..
$1.55 $55,371.45 $101,003.92 $34,779.83 $3.73 $190,155.20
Fall was l:r charge of.Dt; E. B. Bet.- - ELECTRIC
LIGHTS KICKED
1.08
118,599.35
4.03
1.4u
43,751.95
198. 407.41
1897
7,395,184
1.55' 79.8G8.06
seite, me company s surgeon at sun
1.08
1.55
1.55
88,907.48
30,468.54
61,768.17
4.18
1898
187.144.19
5,719,(5
Marcial.
The accident happened at
1.95
1.24
1.60
9'),53.91
4.79
4,644,635
57,593.13
1899
180,535.57
32.288.53
7:30 o'clock boat oveninir
Ilia Inlur.
1.41
1.91
5.74
33,400.38
2.42
79,205.32
132.408.74
5,815,859
245,014.44
1900
ies are considered serious but prob - GET ON THE SAFE SIDE
1.43
2.40
1.90
40,484.14
5.73
54,894.53
3,838,778
92.192.16
1901
187,570.83
amy not fatal. He is a freight tire1.40
2.17
2.25
87,619.10
5.82
3,893,585
54,916.24
190,085.26
47,549.92
1902
man.
and see
If ytui find this worthv of llie space,

uciu-rppulill-

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES
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RUG. DEPARTMENT i
revelation to those who
visit it, because of the great variety of Domestic Rugs
irom xne oest looms.
SSSSSC'SSa

OUR

ALBERT FABER
....

d.

-

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Hotsseholct Goods
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

FURNITURE, CROCKERY
STOVES AND RANGES

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

Our Lights

M. BERGER
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

Vao

Glad Hand

FRENCH BAKERY
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

STEVENS

2.889,257
3,163,800
3,306,124
3.700,649

1905
1906

NOTE:
amou-.tin-

NEW

52,639.60
58,320.65
64,857.99
63,419.07
95,942.90
2.90
67,364.70
76,781.1. 1
2.86
106.027.26
In assessment for 1900, there is included additional assessments of Land Grants for the
g
to $1,024,002.

MEXICO

TEMPLARS

GRAND COMMANDERY OPENS ITS
SIXTH ANNUAL CONVOCATION
ROYAL ..APCH

CHAPTER ELECTS

4 Regular communication of Tern- 4 pie Lodge, No. 6, A. F. & A . M.,
4 tnis evening at 8 p. m. Visiting

i

brethren cordially invited to at- - 4
tend. Work In the F. C. degree. 4
4 By order of the W. M. J. C. Fer- ger, secretary.
4
e

Knights
The Grand commandery.
Templar of New Mexico, opened its
sixth annual convocation in Albuquerque this morning when it convened
at the Masonic temple, after meeting
in a uniformed body at the Alvarado
hotel, where the visiting brothers
were greeted and marched with them
to the temple.
The parade was an Inspiring spectacle, the sunlight glinting from the
bright accoutrements of the twriity-s-ilijen In line.
At ln:3o o'clock the temple niettiing
was adjourned until 1 o'clock tills afternoon. New olticers of the commandery will be elected.
The present oliicers of the Grand
commandery include:
A. II. llaiilee. Silver City,
right
eminent commander.
Arthur Everitt, Albuquerque, very
eminent deputy grand commander.
.1. C. Slack, Clayton, eminent grand
generalissimo.
Vegas, emtrett
(). L. Cregoiy,
ran et captain general.
J. H. Wroth, Albuqn--rqueeminent
gland senior warden.
J. V. Donavan. Raton,
tulnent
grand junior waiiien.
Frank Henuinu, Raton, eminent
grand prelate.
A. .1. Maloy, Albuquerque, i uii':eiit
Gland treasurer.
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque, eminent
grand recorder.
C. 1). Stevens, Raton, eminent grand
Standard bearer.
C. 1). Boucher, I.as Vegas, eminent
'
grand sword bearer.
W. P. Fox. Albuquerque. eU;:ietit
grand warder.
A. .M. Whilcomb. Allniquei(ue, eminent grand captain of the guard.
As The Citizen goes to press the
Grand commandery is still in session
and no ottieers have beep eiec'el. It
was given out that the session will
probably be over with al 4 o'clock
Eastern Star Me-t- s.
The Crand Order o !
Eastern
Star convenes at Mas.tuir lemule tomorrow morning at 1" o'clock. Out
of town visitors and delegate have
already beuun til arrive.
Mrs. Minnie Mill r of Albuquerque
Is grand matron of the auxiliarv order.
Among those fnom a distance wjio
are registered at local hotels are Mrs.

2.04
2.05

45,137.78
44,293.25
49,591.36
51,808.39

2.25
2.50
2.50
2.60

Reed of East Las Vegas and!
Mrs. C. D. Stevens of Raton, who is
stopping with her husband at the)
Sturges. Mrs. Reed is also a guest
at the Sturges.
Officers of Royal Arch Chapter.
At the closing session of the Royal
Arch chapter, A. F. and A. M., yes- terday ufternoon, the following new- ly elected officers were installed:
Grand high priest, C. D. Stephens,
Raton; deputy grand high priest, J.
G. Fitch, Socorro; grand king, C. 1). 4
Boucher, Las Vegas; grand scribe, J.
J. Ktlly, Silver City; grand treasur- 4
er, A. J. Maloy, Albuquerque; grand
secretary, A. A. Keen.. Albuquerque.
The appointive officers installed at
the session yesterday of Royal Arch
chapter are: Grand lecturer, Robert
Kellahln, Roswell; grand chaplain, E.
S. Stover, Albuquerque: grand captain of the host, Frank Henning, Raton; grand principal sojourner, J. C.
Slack, Clayton; grand Royal- - Arch
captain. J. T. Bolton, Carlsbad; grand
master of third vail, S. Spitz, Santa
Fe; grand master of second vail, Ed.
Pennington, Deming; grand master of
first vail, M. R. Williams, Las Vegas; is
grand sentinel. A. M. Wliitcomb, 'Al- 4
buquerque; chairman of committee on
foreign correspondence, J. H. Wroth. 4
Albuquerque.
.1.

KNIGRT

0

1.51
1.50
1.50
1.40

156,098.03
172.570.31
212,898.96
234,616.60

5.80
6.05
6.90
6 76

years

"Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil Is the
best remedy for that often fatal dis-

ease croup. Has been used with
success in our family for eight veais."
Mrs. L. Whiteacre. Buffalo. N. Y.

1898-189-

V

SILVER CITY DITCH
KILLS

OLD SETTLER

00ac

MITCHNER
212 South Second St.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

telephone

A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

i

r

j
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The

Correct Answer

Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

12

Midnight

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne
Alwaya Ready to Serve

TO THE REBUS

To pliam's

IS:

L

--

(for the first three

Prize-M- rs.

Second Prize
Third Prize

M. Ellison, 701 South High Street.
Mrs. Chas. J. Frank, 315 Copper Ave.
Mrs. R. A. Frost, 302 Huning Avenue.

FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
50 MOSQUtTAIRE GLOVES.
SECOND PRIZE
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.

I

The St. B

5

JOSEPH

rii-fi-
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,i0

Leon B.Stern.fropwltop

i

I

'

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meals,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
531 North First Street.
Both Phones.

Avenue

V V

i

o o

Wines, Brandies. Elc,

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

ee)seo0C

e
Com me roi
O
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Prop'r.

BARNETT,

Co!-In-
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Lttd
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West Railroad Avenue

"P v

o

West

Finest Whiskies

ae)Oee0COS

c
'

113

O'RIELLY & CO.
J. H. 'LEADING
DRUGGISTS

t20
j

W

Veil Rooming House in Connection,

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES

correct answers received) are:
First

On Ice

ianamBmmrmsamtmmmmBm0mm0wmm

Now Are On Sale Here'
The Prize Winners

Celebrated Soda Water

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

"The Ladies' Home Journal Patterns

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, Oct. 18. Lying upon his back on the floor of a
friend's house, and placing the
mouth of a bottle of whiskey to
his lips, Jesus Miribal, a jeweler, sj:ri 40, last night drank the
entire contents without stopping.
An hour later bis friend shook
'him to awaken him and found
life
xtinct. Miribal bad been
on a periodical drinking bout
dtiri.ig the evening and had decided to get enough liquor for
once anyhow. He left two children, bis wite having previously
died. A coroner's jury decided
that he rami' to his death from
heart failure, probably superinduced by the use of alcoholic
stiqiulants.
e
4 4 f f 4

V AXTKIt-T- iJ
makt r.s. (Jooil iniri's
moved to the Ladies' hospital.
On
No.
limit"!'. Tiaii.iKirlatioii.
examination it was found I ha' his left
n's Kinili ynii iil Auciu-vshoulder was broken, the back of his'
bead bmlscd and the ribs of bis right
tthi-r'side crushed into his luuiis. His death STOI.KN IJhtik
IViniaiit
ensued shortly nfter hU arrival at the
for
of hiu e.
lirand.
hospital.
WVt Ilazlfdine Ktivt'i.
Mr. Weiss was C2 years of ajje. a'
veteran of the war and leaves a wife KOK KENT Furnish. d Id till Willi
ami several children.
hoard, for lady. 11 X. Wu'.l.r.
i

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe
REGULAR DINNER 25 CENTS

t

re-

CAKES
Alwaya on Hand.

e.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The Main street arroya in Silver
City proved a death trap 10 one of the
county's oldest citizens List Saturday.
Samuel Weiss, a well known
carpenter, who had been employed al
Leopold and who had been stopping
101 ai.out a week in the town, was
the victim. He was last seen on the TOO LATE FOR CLAT.- IFICATION.
streets at about 3 o'clock in the mornloin, will)
ing, but the exact time of bis fall Is KOU SAI.K Two
li
tiiijr-rno;uil K'"'d
not known. At ti o'clock he was found
at a Ipiirnuin. llm' South
by a Mexican lying head down lu the
A rim.
ditch. twenty-fivfeet
below
the

sireit, and was shortly afterward

Home-Mad-

YOU NEED

Jt Carlsoad.
It was given out at the close of the DRANK OFF BOTTLE
OF
meeting yesterday afternoon that the
Grand lodge, A. F. and A. M.. Grand
WHISKEY UNO SOON DIED
Royal Arch chapter, the Grand commandery Knights Templar will meet
on the third
Monday in October, 1'J07.
Before adjournment
Past Grand
High Priest E. A. Cahoon presented
the retiring grand high priest, Arthur
Everitt, on behalf of Royal Arch
chapter, with the jewel of the past
grand high priest.

Than

makes the
duties lighter, the care less,
and the worries fewer.

To Meet

at the city of Carlsbad

FINK LINK OF

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

The

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Las Crtices, Oct. 18. Yesterday afternoon, Messrs. Hall and
Reed of the government reclama
tion service, who came here from
night, met
El Paso Tuesday
with several Ideal citizens and
opened the bids for the building
of the Lees burg dam. This
morning they prepared a tele- gram relative to their recom- Herniations, which was sent to
Washington authorities.
J. P.
Saunders, the other member of
opened the bids for the buildings
unavoidably
detained.
Messrs.
Hull and Reed have assured the
people of Las Crtices and the
lower Rio Grande valley farmers
that the future of the big Elephant Butte project, known ns
the Leeshurg dam, Is an assured
tact, and they hope that work
will be ordered to be commenced
by the government
in a few
weeks, anyway, not later than
January , 1907.
4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 4

Proprietors

BOWYER,

liREAD
Better

B.

t
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1IUTTER NUT

j

1903
1904

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order a
sack of
EMPRE8S FLOUR.
Make do excuse, (it you ahonid (
gel the order), that you could m4
flrat-claAnd It, for every
gtmm
bandies EMPRESS. Ton tHU always
And good bread, good blaculta, foe
paotry and most Important ot aA
good cheer to greet you irfeen y4
come home for your dinner. Try II
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empreaa at
all other.
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In New York on a recent date, Mr.
Mills left no will but the only neirs
are Hose E. Williams (nee Mills of
Albuquerque and Mr. Mills of Las Ve-

UKI

gas.
Get Ninety Dyt.
Bott"Ninety dnvR." said Judge Crawford
afternoon
in police court yesterday
Hoots" DreyllnK-toafter hearing how police
record, ford
a nogro with a
tjlv'took 112 froru Maria Ootuales, n
wGmin of the half world.
one Contre-ra- s
was Indicted for rol.l.in?compelled
to
wn
lu 105, and
according
spend six months in Jail,
to tne records
Goats Are Strenuous.
Cnicf McMillin 1ms received
Irom parties living on North
herd or
Hill meet ahout a mall state
are
W)at9 whom the Informers
rrovlng quite obnoxious.
Owing to tho renchant of goats for
lnp enients
eating articles of apparel,material
of husbandry, buildingpropensity and
for
their
the like and most
unlikely P
ltmblng the
investigate
the chief detailed a man to
goats
the complaint and see why the
large.
running
at
Are
n

c,

O
Back to Belen for "Blackie."
county
Sheriff Haca of Valencia
wag
witn
armed
who
deputy
a
lth

club about the l7.e of a young tree
nd a long warrant writte In Spanish,
this morning
arrived In Albuquerque
to
o take Dlackie" Mclntyre back
Helen.
Mclntyre Is wanted at Belen to
for driving off a horse and
buggy belonging to a livery man at
that pVace. He was arrested fcereinMonnls
day night with the turn-opossession. The outfit was taken back
to Belen yesterday by an employe of
the livery man.
an-w-

ut

Robert Morgan, a cripple, was picked upon Third street yesterdayMorgan,
by Patrolman Knapp.
who was under the Influence of liquor,
using profane language and abusma people
according to the officer.
ing

after-ffloo- n
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No More

Cold Rooms

Oil

Heater

j

And His

HOME,

The discovery of a new wick prlncl-ripl- e
m effective and yet so simple
tliHttlt's a wonder no one thought of
It before hag so revolutionized the
iiiatiufneture of oil heaters and lampa
that explosions, smoke and smell,
caused by Imperfect wick arrangement, may safely be regarded as
things of the past.
.
This new wick attachment g to be
found on the Perfection Oil
tests show that, although
the heater gives Intense heat, the wick
Incannot
turned too high or too tow
absolute safety thus being assured. One other feature which la worthy of mention is the smokeless device which prevents nil smoke and
odor.
The portability of the heater
also commends it for general household use. Heater Is very light, and can
be carried about. Its simple operation, usefulness in heating water and
warming cold rooms make It a most
handy nnd useful article In any home.
This heater Is so far superior to other oil beaters, and la of such price
that Its universal adoption Is but a
matter of time.
The Kayo Ump, whleh Is made by
the manufacturers of the Perfection
Oil Heater, Is without doubt the best
household use. Is
lamp for
equipped with the latest improved
burner, and gives a bright, steady
light at small cost. Suitable for any
room, whether library, dining room,
parlor, or bedroom.
The Perfection Oil Heater and the
Rayo I .a nip form a combination that
for real home comfort cannot he
equalled. When consideration la taken of the simple operation of both
heater and lamp, their absolute safety, the Intense heat generated by the
one, and the bright and steady light
given bv the other all without smoke
or smell their value In any home,
large or small, can be somewhat appreciated. Sold by all good dealers.
Heater-Interestin-

...

I

f

Notice is hereby given that William
Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., haa
filed notice of his Intention to make
final commutation proof In support of
Dr. G. W. Harrison, who wag in Lag his claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
to
returned
'Vegas on business, has
9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
this city.
T.p. 10 N.
23,
Section
J. B. Downey, who has been on a Range 3 E, and that said proof will
business trip to tanta Fe, returned be made before the Probate Clerk, at
la at night.
Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
Janus Lucas came in last night 1906.
He names the following witnesses to
from Cerrillos. He will attend tobusi-nes- s
prove his continuous residence upon,
here today.
David M. White, territorial irriga- and cultivation of, the land, viz:
M. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgln, Charles
tion engineer, with headquarters at Etne,
Mrs. John Brown, all of Albutne capital, came down last night.
querque, N.
tonight
of
meeting
will
a
be
There
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the Knights of Columbus in their hall.
Register.
requested
attend.
to
are
members
All
Mr. and Miss Otis Baker of north
Second street were made happy yesterday morning by the arrival of a

NEW YORK,

mm,

T. E. PURDY, Ag't.
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Contractor and Builder
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Albuquerque,

N. M.

- ...ttliNG, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
NEW ORLEANS, LA., Oct.
1906. Rate
$38.05 via Kansas City
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleans and the payment of fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, DENVER, COLO., OCT.
1906.
Rate $19.75 for round trip. Date of sale October 13, 14, 15 and 16, 1906.
Return limit October 31, 1906.
NATIONAL GRANDE, PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,
DENVER,
COLO.,
NOV.
1906. For above occasion tickets will be sold for one fare
plus $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Date of sale November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NEBRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
fare for round
trip. Tickets on sale Oct. 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit 30 days from
date of sale.
I
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS,
CITY, MO,
KANSAS
NOV.
1906. Rate $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17.
18, 19 and 20. Limit of tickets Nov. 28.
This can be extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of $1 at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO,
DECEMBER
1906. For the above occasion round trip tickets will
be sold at rate of $42.25. Date of sale November 22 to 28, inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Home
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
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FOR
ABOVE
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ROUND TRIP TICKETS WILL
BZ ON SALE AT RATE OF
$11.45. DATES OF SALE OCT.
16, 1 and 18, 1906. FINAL LIMIT OCT. 21, 1906.
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Mail Orders Given Careful Attention
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Standards from Texas

ates

is

tl

dl' l!i:u

1

Blue Points from Great South Bay
Selects from Louisiana

2

17-1.- ?,

.s

ma

Shipments are now coming; in promptly and we
can fill all orders. We receive

h

Fayvood

I

ir tr

as with joyous hearts and smiling faces thev romn and nlav when ia health
and how conducive to health the games in which they indulge, the outdoor
life they enjoy, the cleanly, regular habits they should be taught to form and
uic-- wnoiesoiiie uita ui which iney snouia partaKe. now tenderly tneir neaun
should be preserved, not by constant medication, but by careful avoidance of
every medicine of an injurious or objectionable nature and if at any time a
remedial agent is required, to assist nature, only those of known excellence
should be used; remedies which are pure and wholesome and truly beneficial
in effect, like the pleasant laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs, manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Co. Syrup of Figs has come into general favor in
many minions or wen miormed tamiiies, whose estimate of its quality and
excellence is based upon personal knowledge and use.
Syrup of Figs lias also met with the approval of physicians generally, because they know it is wholesome, simple and gentle in its action. We inform
all reputable physicians as to the medicinal principles of Syrup of Figs, obtained,
by an original method, from certain plants known to them to act most beneficially and presented in an agreeable syrup in which the wholesome Californian
blue figs are used to promote the pleasant taste; therefore it is not a secret remedy and hence we are free to refer to all well informed physicians, who do net
approve of patent medicines and never favor indiscriminate
Please to remember and teach your children also that the genuine Syrup
of Figs always has the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package and that it isfor sale in
bottles of one size only. If any dealer offers any other than the regular Fifty
cent size, or having printed thereon the name of any other company, do not
accept it. If you fail to get the genuine you will not get its beneficial effects.
Every family should always have a bottle on hand, as it is equally beneficial
for the parents and the children, whenever a laxative remedy is required.
self-medi&iti- on.

E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

m9
PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
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THE CONFEDERACY" HAS JUST DIED
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References Given

MRS. JEFFERSON DAVIS, "WIFE QF
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T
A. Dvp whosn sawmill at Man- zano was burned last week and who
has been spending some days In that
place Investigating the matter, return-- 1
He reports only a
ed last night.
small loss.
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Cureo.
"Two years ago our little girl had
a touch of pneumonia, which left her
with an awful cough. She had spells
of coughing. Just like one with the
whooping cough and some thought
she would not get well at all. We
got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy, which acted like a charm.
She stopped coughing and got stout
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Bussard,
Brubaker, 111. This remedy Is for
sale by all druggists.

Winslow, Arizona,
1906.
Oct
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An Awful Cough

Marine Was Rflaud!

H

9

22,

O.

Harry T. Patchln, who hag been for
sometime conducting the orchestra at
the Elks' skating rink, hag received
an appointment in the railway postal
service. He will leave the latter part
of this week for his first run sunth.
The funeral of Mrs. Francisco Gars
cia, who died at her residence in
on Tuesday night in her eighty-firs- t
year, was held thla morning from
the church of the Sacred Heart. Interment wag in San Jose cemetery,
wnaer the management of A. A. Borders.
Workmen are enlarging the Second
street display windows of tho El L.
Washburn company. The work was
begun yesterday morning. The windows will be made six feet deeper to
permit a larger display of clothing
and haberdashery and add must to the
attractiveness of the building.

18, 1906.
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This morning In police court Morgan entered a general denial to a
He
charge of drunk and disorderly. will
was remanded to Jail and his case panthe
be tried this afternoon, whe him.
trolman will appear against suffering
evidently
Morgan was
from locomotive ataxle or some form
to a deformity
of parlysis in additionapparently
about
if his left leg. He is
0 years of age and well built.
"A drunken cripple is about the
hardest proposition a policeman haa
o deal with," said Chief McMillin this
morning after police court adjourned.
"They seem to think their affliction
rovtrs a multiude of sins and the police are inclined to be lenient with
them on account of their misfortune,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tfonie times we hardly know what to
rflo with them."
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
LOCAL

-.

game of foot ball was played yesterday afternoon on the grounds of the
Meiiaul school, between the Second
I'nlvcrslty foot ball team and the secMenaul school.
If you only knew lnw much comfort
ond team of the
can he derived from ft I'KRKRCTION
Thougn the. grounds were to sandy for
Oil Heater how simple ntiil economical
first class work an Interesting contest
it operation, you would not be without
was played, ending after dark In a
it another day.
score of fi to 6.
You can quickly rtmlce warm and cozy
l'rof. Harry Baldwin, a well known
any
cold room or hallway no matter in
aeronaut, is in the city, and hag niado
what
pnrt of the house. You can heat
arrangements to give an exhibition
water,
and do many other things with the
Inn and narachute lump
at 2:30
at Traction park Sunday
o rlork p. in. in connection mere win
he horse and burro races, and other
inierestlng outdoor features. See advertisement elsewhere in The Evening
Citizen.
William Wilson and Miss Anna C.
(Equipped lvIUa Smokeless Device)
Norman were united In marriage at
7:30 last night. The ceremony took
wick as liiKh or low as you can there'g no danger.
Turn
tlie
place at the home of the bride's parCarry heater from room to room. All parts easily cleaned. Gives
ents. No. 1109 Williams street and was
intense heat without smoke or smell because equipped with smokeperformed by the Rev. John W. Barron
less devise.
,
paBtor of the Congregational church.
Made in two fmi1i
nickel and japan. Brass oil fount beauti- A limited number of friends only were
uoms
uiiy cmiKwseu.
4 quarts of oil and burns 9
present. At 8 o'clock a wedding suphours. Every heater warranted. If you cannot get
per was served and later on the emheater or information from your dealer, write to
nearest agency for descriptive circular.
ployes of the Albuquerque laundry,
where Miss Norman has been employTHE
ed, united in a mock aerenade to the
newly married couple. Mr. Wilson is
an employe of Farr'g market. The
and steady Htrlit, simple con- bride and groom announce that they
will be at home to their frlenda after
"iruciionanoabsolutesalety.
Equipped with latest improved burner. Made of
November 1. at 702 North Second
brass throughout and nickel plated. An ornament to
street.
any room whether library, dininR-rooparloror bedroom. Every lamp warranted. Write to nearest
NEW CATHOLIC CHURCH IS
DEDICATED IN CINCINNATI
agency if not at your dealer's.
Cincinnati. Ohio, Oct. 18. ThouCONTINENTAL O'l. rcwPANY
dedisands of Catholics attended the
new
Roman
cation ceremoniea of the
Catholic Church of St. Marks, on
Duckcreek road, Evanston, Sunday
W. P. Lund, a well known Meadow
Jose Salazar of the police force Is
1 ue dedication service was conductCity contractor, who haa been here In ' seriously ill at his home.
ed by Archbishop Woeller.
search 01 bricklayers and carpenters
returned to his Las Vegas home last
How'sThle7
Sick Headahe Cured.
night. He wag successful In finding
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
Sick headache is caused by de- aere the employes required.
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
rangement of the Btomach and by Incurml tiy Hall's Catarrh Cure. F. J.
CHKXKV & CO.. n'olPdo, Ohio.
Stomach
digestion.
Chamberlain's
Blood Poisoning
Wf the umlersfkned, have known F.
and Liver Tabletg correct these dis- results from chronic constlparlon, J: Clienpv for the last IB years, and
liim perfectly honorable In all
By
taking
bellevo
cure.
a
which Is quickly cured by Dr. King's
orders and effect
transactions and financially able
these tablets as soon as the first in- New Life Pills. They remove all buslnpHs
to carry nut any obligations made by hla
dication of the disease appears the poisonous germs from the system and llrm. Wauling;, Klnnan & Marvin,
Druggists, Toledo, O.
attack may be warded off. Get a free infuae new life and vigor; cure sour Hall'sWholesale
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
sample and try them. For sale by all stomach, nausea, headache, dizziness acting directly
upon the blood and mu-- ',
druggists.
and colic, without griping or discom cous surfaces of the system. Testimonials
free. Price lie. per bottle. Bold by
fort. 25c. Guaranteed by all drug sent
nil Druggists.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
gists.
Take
lluU s Family Tills for constlpi
Bids are Invited by the undersigntlon.
well
drilling
a
boring
or
of
ed for the
In Fairvlew cemetery, as per specifications, which will be furnished upon
application.
O. W. STRONG S SONS,
Supts. Fairvlew Cemetery.
A

-

THURSDAY, OCTOBER
COZY

has been appointed administra
tor of the estate or nis lainer, im-n vim tthn ilf d verr suddenly
Mills

C-U-

CI1IZEN.

EVENING

Hot

UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES

:DNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

I

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

i

ij

h

$f

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAY WOOD,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

O)000000
CHRISTIAN 11ROTIIEKS

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

H

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

BRO. E. LEWIS. PRESIDENT

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

ALBUQUERQUE

18, 1906.

$26.00

FELL

INTO

STOP! LISTEN!

A

FIVE-HOL-

WARMING CLOSET.
OVEN, TWO GRATES, WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

s

$29.00
$26.00

ON TIME

CASH

D. EMMONS
J. The
furniture Man
Corner Coal and Second

BOTH

PHONES

COL. GREENE TO HAVE

NOW

WILL

Globe-Drmocr-

Harness

first-clas-

at Reduced
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carnage Company

at

U,l.

;,.. ,,

Aiou-querqu-

Corner First Street and TUera Avenue

ooooooooooooooko
Albuquerque

f.

.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Genera! Bcildfng Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

PIONEER

Both Phones

BALLING. Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

CAKES

WEDDING

A

Sf'KOIALTY.

We desire patronage tv. - guarantee first class bM ig.
' uquerque.
207 South First Street.

'

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

J. KORBER

thi LUNC8

CURE

ALBUQUCKQUC,

Now Discovery
60c

OUGHSand

PRESCRIPTIONS

$1.00

WEARY WILLIE IS

PEST OF RAILWAY
Kailio.id men i."- having their trouble v.'I'h the hobos
yeggmcn.
and
Kvery train Is loaded; if it wire a
hhip it would be to the gunwales, says
the Kan Bernardino I:idex. This
morning seven Mind passenger tripped off the Salt Lake overland and
two of them were uahlx-by
the
Sann Fe special officer.
Along the desert station- the yegg-meare the pest of the country.
There is notiiing ton small or of too
little value for them to s'eal. There
is nothing too bold or bra.en for them
to attempt once they congregate in
largo enough numbers.
The Santa Fe is organizing a regular campaign against the yeggs and
tramps. The trainloads are guarded
against Uianling ami those night
trains on which yegss find their way
are met by officers, who place the men
under arrest for evading railway fare.
They are given a good siitT sentence
and sniiietiuu s allowed to cletr out
of the country with the sentence sus-'

n

pended.

Luckett, emploed in the
rip track foreman's olllee of the Santa Fe, has returned to Las Vegas af'er
a vis, i with frluids in
Angeles,
San Francisco anil at his
home in
Texas. Mr. Luckett visited ar the
home of A. B. Smith, formerly a resident ol Las Veus, while in Uis
Alfred
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PEL EN IS

31

MILKS SOL'TH OP

ALBl'QL'ER-Qt'K-

GOME

,

N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OK THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
CHICAGO, KANSAS
EAST AND VrEST'KItOM
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
AND FROM THE
LOS ANGELES.
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
I'ASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 23x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY 1M) BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FUJUR WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
Thl" NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

to osovoioosoosooo0'eos
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Surest and Quickeat Cure for all
and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

THROAT

1

(TV!

t

Stir.

William' Indian Pile

will cure liilnd,
and 1 lulling
Pllta. It abanrliHibe tumors.
ulUjs tliB Itcliiug t , acta
a rmumre. u!v'S instant re- -

1

oih-o-

Ioflief.Ihe Dr.private
UnrnarMl for Piles anil
purts. Kvery box la

'VVilMumH'Iiidlnnl'ileOlnt-inon- t
Itch- -

Inff

Jlv driniflsW. tv null on re
nrlce. 60 cent and fll.MO. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Prop.. Cleveland. Ohio.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

ceipt

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

v

Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and
Jap-a-la-

408

a.

W.

weary

P
m
ragM!

Railroad Avanae

MAUGER
VJOOL
Mauper.
with Itaaoe

W. E.

A. SLEYSTER

WOfklO)
ZLiyTI
to take
care
C;

I

of

several fires. And how
strange that people do
so, when modern HOT
WATER or STEAM
systems warm the house
THROUGHOUT

same amount

11.

IDEAL Boilr and
AMERICAN Padiatora.

STANDARD

PLUMBING
AND HEATING CO.

ft
Office, 115 North

'

"

8t
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
TOTI A. OR API

SHOEMAKER

First

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Haj
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line ot Imported Wines, L)qoorfl
gaso
packed
Furniture
and crated;
and Cigars. Place your orders Co
line and gas stovee repaired.
this line with as.
NORTH THIRD STRCTB.
Next to Walton's druc store, Bout
Third street.

General Repair Shop.

7

M,

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ant
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of W
lngton avenue, Albuquerque. N n,
,

0. W. Strong's Sons

by the

of coal
ordinarily burned by one
stove.

'

Salt Meats.
8team 8utag Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building-- , North Third Street.

REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

L.

THIRD STREET

All Kinds of Fresh and

c.

NOTARY

What

j j j

Meat Market

INSURANCE,

STRONG BLOCK.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT1
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldlssv

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendent
Falrriew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A. E. WALKER,
WIRE

MONUMENT
201-21- 1

INSURANCE.

N. geoond 8L. Bota Phones.

AiU

Secretary Mutual Building
tlon. Office at 217 West Railrwm
avenue.

H

n
n

BELEN, N. M.

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Towns'ite

The Belen Town and

WM. M. BERGER,

0000000000
0C0
00000
A Railway

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL WE NEED A FUIST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

m- -

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERM 3 ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
.DEEDS.
WARRANTY
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
Pres.

203

Thos. F. Keleher

warranted.

rt

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

JOHN BECKER,

CO a,

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Free Trial.

OLDS

Van-derbi- lt

H
If

&

NKW MKXICO

WE FILL

Price

ONSUMPTI0N

n.

o;

Lap Robes
Hrse Blankets

"""Dr. King's

ld

,ho"8-Coforad-

LATEST

Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

aaay

KILLtme COUCH
and

THE

Carriages, Buggies,

SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought atfd Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
LIVERY.

j

y,

Third and Marquette

CC0OOOCCO0000O0O!

f

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

I

d

Machine Works

MALL, Proprietor
ft.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; liafttags.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Frosts fer
'
Buildings.
Repair oh Mining and Mill Machinery m epoclaltp
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albaqasrtse, m. m.

i

y

Foundry and

Rico Hotel and.Bar

com-missl-

i

Prices.

',

r

An-gel-

GO

...

... AND...

Y.y merchant tailoring atiop Is upstairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed
as I have had fifteen years' ex
' Headquarters.
perience in the buBlnesa. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure the cloth. Indies' garment!
SALES OF MLDICIXE
ENORMOUS
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINL
St. Louis. Oct. 17. In view of the
enormous sale of Cooper's preparations now going on In this city and White House Restaurant and
the intense interest which Mr. Co.pir
Lodging House
has stirred up since his arrival, a
representative of the
BAR IN
MEALS AT ALL HOURS
spent yesterday afternoon at the
CONNECTION.
young man's headquarters, watching
No. 209 8outh First Street.
tJie swarm of humanity come and go.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
During the afternoon the reporter
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.
Interviewed many of the callers and
obtained statements from all who The New York Saloon and
cared to give them as to their experiences with Cooper and his
Rooming House
315
South Second Street.
The following are selected from
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
those statements as being typical of
the general expression of the people One Block From Depot and Two
seen :
Blocks From Postofflce.
Mr. W. T. Bray, living at 1120
P. ZITO, Proprietor.
street, when interviewed, slid:
"I had suffered for years with stomach. liver and kidney trouble, seven
years. In fact. I had tried many rem- No. 111 North First Street ,
but obtained no help from any
DINELLI & LENCIONI, Proprietors.
1 bo,,sht
Tlif1"1 Discovery medicinebottl1 WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Lunches
one of the Quick Relief. After using Meals From 10 Cents Up.
Put Up for Travelers.
them one week I felt so wonderfully
By
Day,
Rooms
Week or Month.
Improved I can hardly believe it posI am very grateful
to Mr.
sible.
Cooper. He has a wonderful
BAKERY

leip-the-ga-

Ln
,,.,..

Vehicles

UPSTAIR3, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- BIN I. PROPRIETOR.

WRECK PROOF CAR
The Pullman company now have in
hand the building of a new private
car for Col. V. C. Greene, to be called
It will be one
the "Indepenilencla."
of the richest and most handsome cars
in the west. This car probably will
not cost less than S4O.000.
The I'ullman people are building a
standard sleeper entirely out of pressIt will be fire proof and STATEHOOD EXCITES
ed steel.
telescope proof. H will be Insulated
with cork. This car could not possiIMTCDtOT iU nriMlin
bly be destroyed in a wreck. The
n lKlo 111 Utm Nu
composite body bolster nnd the platcast
piece
of
form are all one solid
'WE ARE RIGHT ON IT," JUDGE
This is being built as an exFirst Effect of the New Law steel.
PENNINGTON DECLARES IN
periment. They are trying to find a
AN INTERVIEW.
which will answer the public deIs to Shove Up Charges and car
mand for something better and safer.
"Deming Is all right," replied Judge
Such cars will not cost a great deal
Lessen Competition.
more than the ordinary pullman. If Edward Pennington, postmaster of
Another
caller was , Mrs. ...Clara
.
-- ..r.,
put into general use. they will save Deming, this morning to The Citizen,
it.. i
'
" '
concerning
answering
thlngsf'""
way
one
only
The
thousands of lives.
:
stom- said
with
had
"I
suffered
Special 'Coritsjiondenfe.
In renernl
hl
The
wv.
a
Injured
such
in
or
could be killed
,,
ach trouble for several years. I was
Washington. D. C. Oct. 18. The car would be to be tnrown witn vio- i C
I could not eat
Ings.
He chatted pleasantly with a so bad the last year
first fffpet or the new rate law, us u. lence against a seat.
newspaperman about the progress of anything at all. I could not digest
now appears, will lie to raise rates unci
my food and had severe pain in my
lessen competition among the railThe Optic says: Lewis H. Barton, Deming and the attitude on the state- stomach
most of the time, I did not
ways. These are. the two results cer- the popular day clerk at the Casteneda hood question.
headaches
"We haven't any boom In Deming sleep well Iand had severe
tain to follow tho series or conferences hotel in this city, has received a mertimes:
have tried many remedie
which have been in progress for the ited promotion in being made the chief and don't want any. The town is at
growing steadily though. Many new and haveI been to a number of physipast six weeks between the Interstate clerk at the Alvarado hotel in
bought some of this man
which is one of the finest buildings are being erected, and the cians.
Commerce commission and the traffic
preparations. I feel greatly
hostelrleg of the Harvey house eating kind of buildings Is better and more Cooper's
agentn of the railroads.
benefited and have gained steadily in
In making this announcement there system along the Santa Fe railroad. substantial than ever before.
1
flesh since using the medicines.
"The country around the town is have
Is no intent to condemn the whole He will leave Las Vegas In a couple of
not a trace of stomach trouble
being settled up rapidly and by a fine
rate statute. In the end it may be days to accept his new position. Mr. clnss
left, and have come here to thank Mr.
of people.
found better to have some rates raised. Barton has made a large number of
"W'ithln the. past two or three Cooper."
Incidental to rasing rates and decreas- friends among the patrons of the hotel
Mr. C. A. Taylor of 4220 Flnnev av
located
ing competitions, rates will be made and residents of the city during his months more land has been
said: "I have been suffering
settled on than during the twelve enue, severe
more stable and reliable. This, it is nine months residence here and al- and
with
stomach trouble for sev
said, will be a compensating blessing though they are pleased over Tils good years preceeding. A big irrigation eral years and owing to the nervous
ditch is being put In three miles east
fortune, reget to see him leave.
to business.
.
m
of Deming, running south from the conditions caused by this trouble I
But the shipper and the public at
R. P. Davenport, chief operator for Mlmbres river and the land on both could noti sleep. The only relief I ob
large may as well know that the first the Western Union Telegraph compa- sides of this ditch and below it is all tained was when up and walking
around. I tried everything heard of
eitect of the new law is to lie as stated. ny, in El Paso, Is a visitor here in the taken nn
for stomach trouble, but nothing gave
The conferences between the
forgery case against Mosher. The matmo ucw uu i utrcki,
in ... anv relief
I
heard
so muc. of
and the railway men have ter is before the district court.
pumping
.
proving
,,
water
are
successful
been for the official purpose of reachhat I decided to
r
'
supr,
Is
as
,
Inexhaustau.e
an
.
there
and
.
.1.
ing a mutually satisfactory
1 have used several
underMr. and Mrs. P.
Murphy of Clif- ni v of water flftv or slxtv feet llow ' ,,B
bottles and noticed a decided Im
standing as to tlie requirements of the 'ton Arizona, are theproud parents .of tne surfaPe, the
irrigation
of
provement
Every
a baby boy born October 14
law a to publication of tariffs.
Mr.
almost immediately. I am
,3 Settled satisfactorily
now entirely cured, and feel happier
great railway In the country has been j Murphy was formerly foreman in the b toimmplg
qJantjty an(j cost.
I
than
represented
at these conferences, local Santa Fe shops.
have for several years."
"We have had to double the capac- Mr. John Schenk, of 211 North 12th
which by the way have been conAngus
firm
Caahlon
Grant
of
of
the
street,
when questioned,
ducted In the spirit of the utmost
said:
"I
year, that shows how we are growing
have had eight years of suffering and
friendliness and good nature on both Brotners, railroad contractors, spent In population."
yesterday
Albuquerque
with
frlendJ.
sleepless
nights
on account of stomsides. The discussion has been frank
"How altout politics down your ach
trouble and headaches. I have
and open and generally a spade has Mr. Cashion's present headquarters l way," Mr. Pennington was asked.
are
at
Belen.
spade.
used
one
been called a
bottle of Cooper's prepara"Guess our people are too busv Just tion,
and now rest every night. I
J. C. Stubbs has spoken of Harri-maw for politics.
H. S. Van Slyck, live stock agent
We are taking a have not
a
trace of stomach trouble
and as chairman of a committee of tile Santa Fe, came to Albuquerque lively Interest In the statehood
left
have
and
been immensely benefithas represented all the western roads
will
right
tion
be
on
and
headquarters
In El
found all
from liis
ed every way."
running out of Chicago, as far north Paso.
,
proposition.
'hat
Mr.
S.
P.
Hitchings,
living at 2445
as Canada and south to the Mexican
"Both political parties have put good
Franklin avenue, made the following
line. The great eastern trunk lines,
tickets up for county offices, the re- statement:
"I have
suffered with
the New York Central, the Pennsyl- SEVERELY BITTEN
publicans having the best of course.
vania, the Delaware & Lackawanna
But our county affairs will be well rheumatism for thirty years. I was
my
in
stiff
joints
so
all
that I could
and ailied interests were represented
hardly use them. I have tried Coop' BY VICIOUS SKUNK administered, whichever ticket is
). J. Grammer, J. B. Calder's remedy and have come here to
well, W. B. Trayer, Nixon and others:
thank hi in and purchase more, as I
the southern roads were represented
can now handle myself perfectly after
by Messrs. Culp, Powell and others.
CHILD
SEVENTEEN! METHODISTS OF NEW
RECEIVES
using the preparations one week. I
So altogether not loss than 125 men
WOUNDS IN FEET AND
feel better than I have for yearB."
crowded the roriiis of the commission.
ANKLES.
Amelia Leonard
living ut 1530
They are the men who actually make
MEXICHT ROSWELL Salsbury
street, said: "I have suffered
the rats captains of freight, they
Last Tuesday afternoon while the
for the past ten years with stomach
might be called.
child of Mrs. George LARGE GATHERING OF FAITHFUL trouble,
headaches, dizziness and kidAs the long conference was drawing Rowe, living on a ranch near Mogol-loIN THE PECOS VALLEY ME
ney trouble. I have been treated by a
was playing on the porch of her
to a close ana speech had become
TROPOLIS.
number of physicians and have used
more free, the following significant home, she was attacked by a large
all kinds of medlcilie, nothing did me
skunk, says the Silver City Independremark was dropped by Capt. Gramterriover
Methodists from all
the
any good. XI v appetite was very Irmer, the voice of the powerful
ent.
tory have arrived at Roswell to par- regular
my back pained me great,
The child's mother, hearing the ag- ticipate in the twenty-secon- d
interests:
annual l.v. In and
a misery to
"This law gives us a chance to line onized cries of her little one, rushed session of the New Mexico English me all fact my life was
the time. I suffered with
up all these rateB, and we propose to to her rescue, and with a few
mission of the MethodiBt church, nervousness and
loss of sleep. I
do it."
blows with a club eucceeded which opened last evening with ad- have
used two kittles .f the New
In killing the infuriated animal, but dresses by Rev. Dr. O. S.
BaUetel, Discovery
medicine. This morning an
not, however, until the child had been Rev. J. R. Slease and Rev. R. A. Mor-leTHE SALE OF THE
immense tapeworm passed from ray
beseverely
seventeen
bitten
Bishtimes
followed
by
reception'
a
to
system. This has undoubtedly been
MARICOPA A. PHOENIX tween
the heel and knee.
op David H. Moore, who will preside
cause of all my sufferings, and
The sale of the Maricopa & PhoeThe little sufferer was hurried to at the conference. The first business the
I am very grateful
to ihis man who
nix and Salt River Valley railroad Silver City, and on the advice of phywas
morning.
held this
has relieved me."
under foreclosure proceedings Insti- sicians was taken to Chicago, leaving session
-,
.
win
uie n
i
In 8I)lte of aH8crtlon8 nl.l(le b var.
tuted by the Southern Pacific to sat- here Friday evening, where she will
isfy a mortgage oeurred Monday morn- undergo treatment at the Pasteur
ing on the steps of the Maricopa county court house at Phoenix, and was bid
a
A Badly Burned Girl
in by Frank Cox of riioenix for Peter
,.y , "8
,,ws
chancellor of Denver university and
"
" "1,ated
' '
Dunn of San Francisco, the well or boy, man or woman, is quickly republican candidate for governor of
"n1
h'"' 'n-rday-.
known corporation lawyer who Is chief out of pain if Buckleu'a Arnica Salve
Rev. Dr. J. C. Rollins and '
1
counsel for the Southern Pacific and Is applied promptly. G. J. Welch of Rev. Thomas Harwood.
Is merely the following of the law to Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it In
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
The First Methodists
Episcopal
clear the title of the road.
my family for cuts, sores and all church In Roswell will be dedicated Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
Mr. Dunn was also represented by skin Injuries, and find it perfect." at noon next Sunday.
Evangelistic Tablets. Druggists refund money if
a
lawFrancisco,
Frank Shap of San
Quikest
cure known. Best heal- services will be held each evening tt fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
yer who is associated with him there. ing salvepile
jtignature is on each box. 25c.
made. 25c at all druggists. during the conference.
Hie amount of the bid was $778,750.21
the exact amount of the judgment.
There was but one bidder or rather
two lids by the one bidder as the
sale was made In two parts and no
one was present at the sale but the
two attorneys, ShorilT Walker and UnU
der Kilt riff Frank King who conducted H
the sile and a few newspaper men.
The transaction has no effect what- H
ever upon the road, the management
I
continuing as at present.

RAILROAD RATES

K)X3CO0OC00OOfK)tK

TAILORING

Swarm of Humanity Call on
Cooper at His St. Louis

Specltl Correspondence.
Milwaukee. Wis., Oct. 11. John
Soulc.i, a clerk In tho new Insurance
building, did a slack wire stunt recently that for Injecting thrills Into
the spectators who witnessed It, had
faded
and
way Into the dim horizon.
top
floor
Sotilcn's offlca is on the
of the building and he performed his
'
by
falling from a window on that
"act
floor into a bunch of about a hundred
wires that ran from a pole into the
oiuces of a telephone company, a coll
ide of iioors below. There he lay suspended fifty fecfalove the pavement.
Soulen s act was not voluntary. He
simply lost hi balance nnd he doesn't
care to perform the feat, again. He
clung to the flimsy wires for three
quarttrs of an hour, while a huge
crowd gathered beneath and thrilled
spectators shouted numerous Idiotic
suggestions at him.
When somebody got a glimmer of
sense and called the fire department,
which picked him off In a jiffy.

RANGE WITH

E

PAGE SEVEN.
MERCHANT

INTERVIEWED

WIRE

OF

MAN LAY ABOVE STREET FOR
NEARLY AN HOUR BEFORE
CROWD CALLED FIREMEN.

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE

CITIZEN.

NUMBERS BEING

A
NET

EVENING

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WlslI TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sacf.
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PAGE EIGHT.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER

Weal

KAILkOADAVLJn
'

COLD WEATHER SHOES
FOR WOMEN

'

LOAN ASSOCIATION

ILLINOI9

A BRAN NEW

H

your feet warm and dry without

being stiff and clumsy.

didly,

ftel easy.

Any of these

styles are extra swell.

Kid Button, Swing Toe.Extension Sole
Kid Button or Lace Extension Sole
Kid Lace orp Button, Turn So8

j

'

Learnard

$4.00
$3.00 to $3.50
3.50 to 5.00

IF YOU OBJECT TO PATENT KID THE FOLLOWING GRADES WILL PLEASE YOU:
$3.50
Sorosis Shoe, Vlci Kid or Box Calf
Utz & Dunn's and E. P. Reeds Vlci Kid or Box Calf Shoes 2.75 to 3.50
1.75 to 2.50
Brown's Vkl Kid or Dongola Shoes

SAUCES

Boys' Clothing Store

Slu-par-

They look dressy, wear splen- -

They are heavy enough to keep

18, 1906.

Pforla. III., txt.y 1 8. The general
public attended an op.en meeting at the
Kilnols
annial convention of the assocla-tonljTO WHOM IT MAY
Lea rue of Muildiiig and Ixinn
CONCERN:;
when the attendance was unusually large. The principles of loan
association and building work were
We are prepared to supGraff
explained ami Representative
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
and Junpe hteins of Chicago spoke on
ply the music trade of
txissem
No. 8 on llm".
sulijerts appropriate to tho theme of
No. I before 3 a. ni.
the convent in. i.
this city and the territor-ie- s
Fecund section No. 1 aliin: 11:30.
Oalves'on, Texas. Oct. lfc. Having
No report on No. 7.
had Ideal cotton weather during the
THAT'S WHAT IT PRACTICALLY AMOUNTS TO.
of New Mexico and
most Important part of the season in
is
Demlng
A.
of
LAST SUMMER WE SOLD OUT OUR ENTIRE LINE
Ccort!"
a!l rt.ttnn glowing districts In this
Arizona.
May we not
at ihe AKar.nl. ttr.s morn- state, the crop this year is estimated
BOYS' AND YOUTHS' SUITS, PREPARATORY TO
OF
ing.
to be the largest in the history of cotbe favored with your
Juau, ton growing' in Texas.
of Sail
Jildfji' 1. S. Ilmli-ENLARGING THE DEPARTMENT AND THE BUYING
Porto Rico, has taken a vacation and
patronage?
COTTON GROWERS TO FORM
OF A BETTER AND MORE COMPLETE STOCK
Is now In Nt'W York c'ty.
NEW ASSOCIATION
A1 MathliMi
and wife have arrived
Respectfully.
Yours,
FROM A NEW YORK HOUSE.
N.
very
A
16.
Oct.
C,
Charlotte.
Mr.
In the clly from Cincinnati, O.
large number of cotton growers, and
Mathioii hit come worn to take a po- -'
others interested In the cotton indussition with Ernest Meyers & Co.
& Lindemannj
try met here today In the Assembly
The Entire New Line is now on sale and emA fine boy arrUed yesterday at the hall, of the Southern Manufacturers'
Itaby,
mothhomo of (Ins Oiistafson.
It
was
to
decided
club when
form the
206 West Gold Avenue
braces the choicest goods which could be
er and father arc doinp nicely, though North Carolina Cotton Manufacturers'
the latter Is somewhat busy handing association. The object of the assoout cigars.
purchased in New York City
ciation, as explained at tho meeting,
Professor Ualdwin has already re- Is to cultivate clearer relations among
ceived a number of revests for per- manufacturers and promote better unmission to accompany him In his bal- derstanding and united action upon
PARTICULAR ATTENTION IS CALLED TO THE
loon ascension next Sunday afternoon various matters of vital Interest of the
DISPLAY
OF BOYS' RUSSIAN SUITS WITH KNICKfrom Traction park.
state. The visitors were entertained
W.
&
Harry J. Ely, formerly of the local In a lavish style by the citizens of
ERBOCKER
m
Wholmaml
TROUSERS AGES 6 TO 16.
PRICES
and tall
Santa Fe office here, but now localeil Charlotte.
RANGE FROM $4.50 TO $8.00.
at San Bernardino, Cal., spent a few
Annual Meeting of Club Women.
hours here laRt evening, en route to
Chicago, Oct. 18. The twentieth
BOYS'
SUITS,
his old home In Petersburg, Ind., to
Best American Block
$6.50
Oct. 16. The twelfth
visit home folks for a month.
$3.50
TO
$7.00.
meeting of the Illinois Federation Hard Nut Coal
8.50
Rev. E. EL Crawford returned last of Women's clubs commenced in the Larger Sizes
9.60
YOUTHS'
SUITS, 14 TO 20 YEARS, $8.0
night from a successful and enjoyable University of Chicago
Domestic Gas Cke
6.00
today
hunten days visit In Ohio, Indiana and dreds of problems dealing when
TO $27.00.
.$2.25
wo- Green Mill Wood, per load
with
Kentucky, and In Chicago. He will men's clubs were discussed. Members Dry Mill Wood, per load
2.75
occupy the pulpit of the Christian from women's
3.00
clubs In all parts of the Factory Blocks, per load
church next Sunday morning.
state attended and the gathering was Also
A shed In the rear of 306 South WalNative
Wood
Stove
Kindling
and
a most successful one. Mandel Hall
in All Sizes.
ter street caught fire at 6:40 o'clock is the neadquarters of the convention
yesterday evening and was almost en- and a largo number of club women
Auto. 410
t
tirely consumed. An alarm brought have made Hyde Park their mecca for Phones Black, 280
Railroad Avenue Clothier
out the fire department and the flames the next few days.
wre prevented from communicating
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
with nearby buildings. The loss was
EVER WATCHFUL.
BREAD and take no other.
5. C. C. Minnl Is the owner
anout
A Little Care Will Save Many Readof the property.
ers Future Trouble,
Though the annual meeting of the
Watch the kidney secretions.
Associated Charities held at the ComSee that they have the amber hue
mercial club on Tuesday afternoon
proved somewhat disappointing in the of health:
InThe discharges not excessive or inmatter of attendance, there Is no
tention of curtailing the work. The frequent ;
Contain no "brick-dus- t
meeting decided to continue on the
like" sedisame lines and a collector represent- ment.
ing the association will call upon the
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
115-11- 7
subscribers of last year, endeavoring you.
newThey watch the kidneys and cure
also to add to the list as many
Between Railroad and Coppar Ave.
ones as possible.
them when they're sick.
C. G. Lott, for ten years station
About ten days ago, while driving
1
to the city from his marketing gar- master In Albuquerque, now retired
AND
HEATING
COOKING
dens In old town, John Mann met from active cares of life, residence
with a mishap by falling underneath 315 North Arno street, says: "I had
the wagon and the wheels running attacks of backache stretching over a
over his body. For a few days after period of three years. One of them
With Reservoir and
the accident it was feared Mr. Mann occurred shortly before Doan's. KidJ
Oven
Warming
was seriously Injured, but hi! pres- nty Pills came to my notice, and I
ence on the streets yesterday and at- procured a box. I knew the cause of
tending to his business as usual prov- niy trouble nros-- j from Imperfect ac
A LARGE ASSORTMENT
ed that his injuries were of minor im- tion of the kidneys because the beportance, and he is all right again.
havior of tho kidney secretions and
Mrs. Clifton Hill of Isleta, together their condition fully proved it. but
with her son and daughter, and Dr. C. what to xlo to check the trouble was
Doan's Kidney pills ef p
M. Stanfll, of entervllle, Tenn., re- a mystery.
turned today from a camping and fectively stopped tho difficulty. It
hunting trip of three weeks duration. everyone in Albuquerque receives as
;
;
They left Isleta on September 24, undoubted benefit as I did from that
remedy,
kidney
complaint,
pass
ng
of
Abo
backache.
al
traversed
the line
and trouble with the kidney secrethe Helen cut-of- f.
visited Chilili. East-vieretions
will
cease
to
in
exist
this
Wlllard and
and
turned through TIJoraa canon. They
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
report a pleasant trip and plenty of
game.
cents. Foster-MilbuCo., Buffalo,
N".
agents for the United
Y..
General A. P. Tarkington of the states. sale
National guard of New Mexico has
Remember the name Doan's and
wired orders here from Santa Ke.
4
commanding Compalnes G and E of lake no other.
Albuquerque to report at the rllie FOUND A bunch of keys. At Citizen
range Sunday morning for rifle pracoffice.
tice. The practice will last all rtav.
An order issued in compliance with
MR. F. W. REYNOLDS WILL REN
the above by Captain h. Unripe of DER A FEW VOCAL SELECTIONS
Company G states the men will meet AT THE OPERA HOUSE RINK TOat the armory at 8:30 o'clock Sunday NIGHT, AMONG THEM BEING THE
THE BEST GOODS AT THE LOWEST PRICES
morning and proceed from there to BEAUTIFUL SOLO "BANDOLERO."
tho range.
.LADIES ADMITTED FREE AT THE
Albuquerque was In darkness
Home Comfort, Miller and National Ranges,
TENT RINK TONIGHT .
night owing to the. blurningout of a
generator at the lumber
THE MAZE
Round Oak, National and
mill plant. Manager Durbin of the Alplaid dress goods, hand
buquerque Gas, Electric Light and
some colorings, per yd
loc
Heating Stoves.
i'ower company, stated they have
black and white shepherd
made arrangements with the Santa Fe
plaids, per yd
l.'c
shops for some current and . in the Solid color outing flannel In all the
COAL HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
meantime a rush order has been
popular shades, heavy nap, nice
placed for necessary repairs. He regoods, per yd
l'le
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING
quests the public to be as economimohair walstlng, light ping
cal as possible in the use of lights
"Or
per
light
blue,
yd
and
between the hours of 3:30 and 9:30
We are showing a sample lot of
p. m.
ilomet fleeced blankets, fifty grades
This office received a marked copy and assorted colors and sizes to pick
of the Parsons,' Kas.. Sun, giving an from. Prices range from 60c to $2.45.
Bed sheets from 50c to 90c.
The Largest Hardware House in the Southwest
account of the marriage of IVm W.
Our grocery department is making
I.tisk to Miss Edith W. Billings, of
Ageoti: Wincbealer Arms and Ammunition,
PLUMBERS AND
DO I WAN - JACK
Pittsburg, Kas., the ceremony being iersspecialty of supplying our customwith strictly fresh eggs, and the
Hercules Powder and High Explosives.
performed at the First Methodist
TINNERS
nnest pure cream butter that the
church In Parsons on Thursday after- country
produces.
noon, October
The bride is the
113, lie, 117. mouth rirat mtraet
THE MAZE
New Mexico
daughter of the superintendent of the
doi, 403, North rirat Btraat
Win. Kleke, Propr.
southern division of the Kansas City
Southern railway. Mr. I.usk was a
OWING TO THE BURNING OUT
reporter on The Evening Citizen and OF A
GENERATOR
Santa Fe New Mexican some time AT OUR LUMBER MILL PLANT WE
ago. At present he is on the repor- - ARE
COMPELLED TO ASK OUR
Kas., PATRONS TO BE AS ECONOMICAL
torinl staff of the rittsbunr.
Rooming House
T,M.E5
neaungnr.
AS POSSIBLE IN THE USE OF THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BROOK
BROS.,
Prop.
BAM
LIGHTS BETWEEN THE HOURS OF
MRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
You need a pair of our Comfort 5:30 P. M. AND 0:30 P. M. UNTIL LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
suppers In order to enjoy your even-- j FURTHER NOTICE. IT WILL PROB-ABLSADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Transactions
JjuST ACROSS THE RAILROAD
Ings at home to their fullest extent.
Guaranteed
BE NECESSARY TO CUT OFF Tho "Sadie" for mountain parties and
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
days.
on
special
rates
week
at
Kid or felt uppers in red, black, green THE CITY ARC LAMP8 UNTIL THE
1 8 W. R. R. Ave
1
C04.
112
RGSENFIEID'S,
St.
No.
John
or brown, with fur trimmings or LOAD LIGHTENS ABOUT 9 P. M, Auto Phoni
New Building, New Furniture, Steam
plain. All sizes for men., women and POWER USERS AND THOSE HAV.
Heat and Everything Connected
HOME-MADPEERLESS
FEE'S
children. Prices run from 60c to ING SIGNS AND OUTSIDE LIGHTS
With the Place Brand New.
BEER
ROOT
GOOD
COLD
FEE'S
DRUG
CANDIES,
AT
WALTON'S
Shoe Store. 314 ARE PARTICULARLY REQUESTED
11.50. C. May'
ROOMS BY DAY, WEFK OR MONTH
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
TO PE ECONOMICAL DURING THE STORE.
V.tst Kaliroad avenue.

PERSONAL

7

Patent
Patent
Patent

CITIZEN.

OP6N MEETING OF

LOCAL, AND

3

EVENING

AND CONDIMENTS.

w"hen purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured,
we find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

H. HAHN

CO.

Coal and Coke

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

9

The

It Will Pay You to Trade With

F. F. TROTTER
inos. 118 and 120 South Second street.

NORTH FIRST STREET

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Greatest Fair Has

Passed Into History

We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found many
choice bargains, which we wish to dispose of In order to make
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY, WATCHES, STERLING
SILVER, CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC., ever offered to the good people
of Albuquerque.

The

Leading

New Mexico's
t

Co.

Hkkox-Maynar- d

Bond In Your Watch

Jewelers

tor Repair
SOUTH SECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

STREET.

HKiir't iiynnrmrfSi

hLBUUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad A venae

HARDWARL
HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

5c,

STEEL RANGES

STOVES

!0c&

15c

articles

SI 8,00 and up

"in

abunoange

Hardware, Groceries, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

I

rn

4

ft

ln-s-

Peninsular

dt

h

"Iff

WHITNEY COMPANY,

4?

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

;S1L,illpnd

THE

?VFRTTT

Albuquerque,

fa

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Palace

Diamond

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches. Jewelry, Cut Glaus, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Incite

R.R. .Un.

E

EARLY EVENING.

4 4 4

4 4 4'

4

4
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4
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4

1

4 4 4 4 4
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--

t
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THE ALBUQUERQUE GAS, ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.
You will need a pair
of rubbers
some of these days and
want you
tu remember that we have a full line
of sizes for men, women and children.
Helnlile quality and reasonable prices.
C. May s shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

n
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

Ml

We have just received a complete line
of Sweaters for men and boys, including
white and fancy colors.
All prices from $1.00 up.
E. L. WASHBURN CO.

KREA!

YOUR CREDIT IS GOOD WITH E.
ARAN, 616 WEST RAILROAD.
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
FOR $1
PER WEEK.
M AH

FOR RENT
Gold Avenue.

Residence, 709 West
Apply mornings on
premises, or to Mrs. Dr. John F.
Pearce, 718 West Railroad avenue.
Tlie Woman's Exchange is the only
pb'.ic In the city, where you can always buy
d
goods. Try our
baked on paprus pie plates. Woman's Exchange, 401 West Railroad
home-cooke-

T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager

the

Best Line of

SOUTH FIRST STREET.

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

LL'NA,

F"or

CASH PAID FOR LARGE AND
SMALL GRAIN SACKS.
E. W FEE,

602 604

SOLOMON

y

4
L'.i

STOW IE
in Albuquerque
See Ours

avenue.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
o
APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
ICORE1 TREES FOR SALE.
N. W.
ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
AT

.v

ALCUQUERQUE.

ftflclMTOSH HARDWARE CO,

1

